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Since the upscaling by relocation of Durban’s business hub and the 
development of Gateway Theatre of Shopping centre, Umhlanga 
is now the epicentre of business interests in Kwa-Zulu Natal. Home 
to the head offices of large Blue Chip Corporate Companies and 
SME business entrepreneurs, the area has made provision for an 
influx of upper income bracket executives.     

The opening of King Shaka International airport in 2010, brought 
with it, ease of access to some of the most prime property space 
and corporate convenience in the country, and the area north of 
Durban, through Umhlanga and up past Ballito on the Dolphin 
Coast has been identified as the fastest growing development area 
in the country. 

It comes as no surprise then, that Umhlanga is now home to 
‘Oceans Umhlanga’, a R 3.1 billion rand mixed use development, 
designed to unparalleled exclusivity. 

The project is the largest private sector investment in development 
history in KwaZulu-Natal and is the brainchild of entrepreneurs 
Vivian Reddy and Rob Alexander of Edison Power and Decutas 
Property Groups. 

The “Dubai-style” development is also a first in terms of design in 
South Africa and incorporates:

- Two magnificent residential towers consisting of 460  elegantly   
  designed apartments, all with sea views.
- A world class 33 000sqm shopping mall that brings 
  international super-brands such as Versace, Burberry, Armani,  
  Boss Orange and Paul Smith to Durban for the first time.
- A luxurious 200-room 5-Star hotel managed by one    
  of the top leisure brands in world.

The 90 000sqm project spans 250m, from end to end and overlooks 
the glorious Indian Ocean. Apartment’s retail from R 1.6 million up 
to R 60 million – for the discerning investor, the latter of which is 
700sqm equipped with a infinity pool on the 28th storey. Due to the 
development of the area, investors are set to make a killing and are 
urged to take advantage of the current registration and official launch 
on the 3rd of April 2016.

Rare is the union of beauty and power

A world-class luxurious rarity now in 
association with Century 21, 
the World’s Largest Real Estate 
organisation

OCEANS  UMHLANGA

Once formally a tribal village, Umhlanga 
is fast on its way to becoming a major 
South African metropolis.



Century 21 CEO, Harry Nicolaides, commented, “Century 21 
South Africa is proud to be associated with “Oceans Umhlanga” 
through our affiliate Century 21 Umhlanga, which is broker owned 
by Nadia Erasmus. The Century 21 Umhlanga team has a proven 
success record with many high profile developments including 
“Pearl Sky” in Umhlanga. The Century 21 system in South Africa 
is directly connected to the Century 21 Global Network and 
Marketing System which has just over 6800 offices in 78 countries 
and approximately 100 000 estate agents globally. This will add 
a significate international database of buyers to our local and 
existing database for this exclusive development. 

We believe that “Oceans Umhlanga” will have an international 
appeal and will offer no less benefit and prestige, than the 
ownership of property in areas like Cape Town and its Atlantic 
Seaboard region. It is sure to be a massive success due to its 
location, prestige, offering and calibre of the developers involved”.

To gain rights to register for this dream property and incredible 
opportunity, register with Century 21 Umhlanga today and own 
your slice of paradise. Follow this link: 

https://oceans-umhlanga.typeform.com/to/EjoxVV

 

Nadia Erasmus Principal
Century 21 Umhlanga

Harry Nicolaides CEO 
Century 21 South Africa 

Contact details:
Century 21 Umhlanga
Tel: 087 353 8222
umhlanga@century21.co.za
www.century21.co.za

REAL ESTATE MARKETING & SALES SPECIALISTS

OCEANS  UMHLANGA
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Fall in love with Daikin Emura.

Daikin Emura is re � ned on the outside and smart on the inside. Built-in intelligence and innovative features en sure low energy consumption. 
Its smart sensors provide optimal performances for year round comfort at home. Still, you’re always in control via the easy-to-use remote controller 
and the smartphone app with intuitive interface. You see... The new Daikin Emura has everything to fall in love with. For more information visit 
www.daikin.co.za and � nd your nearest installer via our dealer locator.

JANUARY 2016 -  ALPHA
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Each year that passes Estate Living grows in leaps, and with the 

amazing response we have had to your final issue of 2015, 

2016 will be no exception.

 

In the first quarter of 2016 we will launch our new Estate Living 

property portal, this portal will offer a greater insight into the 

residential estate community, for everyone from a first time 

buyer, newly retired or a developer wanting to showcase their 

lastest projects. Our digital magazine will sport a new interface, 

adding a new dynamic experience for our readers. In July we 

look forward to the Association of Residential Communities and  

Estate Living Expo, a first of its kind in South Africa. 

Currently John Cockayne our Golf Editor is galavanting around 

the country exploring some new and refurished golf courses. 

We look forwad to him regailing us with his adventures and 

discontent for restaurant service levels.

We are very fortunate to explore the Pezula Private Estate 

in our first 2016 issue, the natural beauty of this estate is 

truly magnificent. Thoughout Africa there are such diverse 

landscapes, Allan Benn has had first hand experience cycling 

from Cario to Cape Town, over 12 000 km’s in the Tour 

d’Afrique, we had the opportunity to ask him, Why? In our Eat, 

Drink, Travel feature.

Heres to a prosperous 2016, and in the lyrics of the Monthy 

Python team; “Some things in life are bad. They can really 

make you mad. Other thing just make you swear and curse. 

When you are chewing on life’s gristle. Don’t grumple, give 

a whistle. And this’ll help things turn out for the best. And...

always look on the bright side of life.”

Louise Martin 

www.estate-living.co.za
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FROM THE EDITOR

Tel: +27 31 512 5202  Email: sales@sunflexsa.co.za   Unit No1, 25 Riverhorse Close, Riverhorse Valley, Durban, 4001.  www.sunflexsa.co.za

Clearly the best way
      to view your world

Sunflex SF25 Frameless Patio Enclosure system

SUNFLEX slide and turn systems enhance the attractiveness of 
every home through their custom design and the clean aesthetics 
of frameless glass.  Their individually moveable, unconnected 
glass panels can be easily opened and stacked as needed to 
ensure hassle free transition between in and outdoors. Enhancing 
your view, whilst protecting you from the elements, Sunflex SA 
prides itself on leading the industry in product technology and 
design backed by our personal and reliable customer service.

SF 25 frameless all-glass system  l  System SF 25 Ganzglassystem

  completely stainless steel carriage system for coastal climates

  glass thickness of 6, 8 and 10 mm depending on static requirements

  increased air-tightness by optional use of gap gaskets

  adjustable head track for compensation up to 16mm

  toughened safety glass in accordance with SABS

  airborne sound insulation up to 34dB
Simple opening operation by  
pull handle

Easy sliding and turning of the  
individual elements

Large opening space when  
elements are opened

Tel: +27 31 512 5202  Email: sales@sunflexsa.co.za   Unit No1, 25 Riverhorse Close, Riverhorse Valley, Durban, 4001.  www.sunflexsa.co.za

Clearly the best way
      to view your world

Sunflex SF25 Frameless Patio Enclosure system

SUNFLEX slide and turn systems enhance the attractiveness of 
every home through their custom design and the clean aesthetics 
of frameless glass.  Their individually moveable, unconnected 
glass panels can be easily opened and stacked as needed to 
ensure hassle free transition between in and outdoors. Enhancing 
your view, whilst protecting you from the elements, Sunflex SA 
prides itself on leading the industry in product technology and 
design backed by our personal and reliable customer service.

SF 25 frameless all-glass system  l  System SF 25 Ganzglassystem

  completely stainless steel carriage system for coastal climates

  glass thickness of 6, 8 and 10 mm depending on static requirements

  increased air-tightness by optional use of gap gaskets

  adjustable head track for compensation up to 16mm

  toughened safety glass in accordance with SABS

  airborne sound insulation up to 34dB
Simple opening operation by  
pull handle

Easy sliding and turning of the  
individual elements

Large opening space when  
elements are opened

Tel: + 27 21 551 5142 Email: info@sunflexsa.co.za Unit 1, West End, Prime Park, Montague Gardens, Cape Town www.sunflexsa.co.za
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44999

6 PIECE LADY CAROLINE 
BEDROOM SUITE

The beautiful and distinquised lady 
caroline bedroom suite features top 

quality foils and is finished in a 
classical burl. No wax or polish need, 

simply wipe down. Includes a stool for 
the dresser. Accessories not included.

NEW
collection

Prices advertised are applicable within South Africa only. Instalment prices displayed include VAT, interest, 
compulsory insurance and initiation fees, but exclude optional insurance and delivery charges. No deposit 
and terms subject to credit approval. All credit applications are subject to a credit check and affordability 
assessment. Deposit may have to be paid. Monthly instalments may vary with No Deposit. Provide your ID, 
latest salary advice and monthly expense details to ensure rapid response to your credit application. Pre-
approved credit subject to credit checks. This offer excludes Store openings, clearance or limited quantity 
offers. Should a mistake occur or incomplete information is printed, we will display a notice in-store with all 
the correct details. Accessories optional extras. Shoprite Checkers (Pty) Ltd t/a House & Home is an authorised 
financial services provider and Shoprite Investment Ltd is an authorised credit provider. Quantities may be 
limited at our discretion. No dealers allowed. Proud to be NCA compliant. (NCRCP6050)E+OE

V A L I D  F R O M  2 4  J A N U A R Y  T O  8  F E B R U A R Y  2 0 1 6

STORES NATIONWIDE - FOR YOUR NEAREST STORE, PLEASE CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER CARE LINE ON 0861 00 88 61

PRICES VALID WHILE STOCKS LASTShop on-line at www.houseandhome.co.za
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11999

3 PIECE ZAMBEZI 
CORNER LOUNGE SUITE

Classic scroll arm corner set with 
studded detail and full fibre back 

cushions, crafted in bomber natural 
fabric to enhance the traditional 

with sophisticated elegance. 
Accessories not included.

10699

4 PIECE SANTIAGO 
WALL UNIT 

Clever combination of solid oak 
and veneers. Large storage space. 
Can accommodate most Plasmas, 

LED’s and LCD’s. Dimensions: 1700mmx 
480mmx440mm. TV and accessories 

not included.

16999

2 PIECE BOCELLI 
LOUNGE SUITE

Transform your lounge area with 
this genuine leather uppers suite, 

with beautiful steel legs and 
adjustable head and arm rests. 

Accessories not included.

12999

3 PIECE FARINA 
LOUNGE SUITE

Contemporary linear design 
with a clean angular shape 

complimented with beautiful 
wooden legs. The high back design 
offers absolute comfort and style. 

Crafted in the most fabulous 
leather look & feel fabric. 
Accessories not included.
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6999

MELISSA SLEEPER COUCH 
WITH CHAISE

A beautiful additional to any room. 
With a solid wood frame and silver 

powder coated metal legs this couch 
doubles up as a couch and bed with 
extra sleeping space from the chaise. 

Deep buttoned surface and a bondoned 
foam provides great comfort.

collection
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7499

152cm STIRLING PILLOW 
TOP QUEEN BASE SET

Posturepedic double offset coil system.
352 Spring count for added support 

coolsmart gel memory foam. 
Bamboo fabric which is anti-bacterial 

and anti dust-mite. Staytrue 
comfort layers supports and 

moulds to your body contours. 

YEAR
SERVICE 

WARRANTY

1 Year Guarantee
 Included in a

9
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9799

4 PIECE CLASSICA 
BEDROOM SUITE

Expertly crafted from mahogany 
solids and veneers, the high quality 

standard sets this suite apart. 
Ottoman and headboard are 

upholstered in a top quality lorenz 
fabric. Mattress optional extra. 

Bedding and accessories not included. 

LIMITED STOCK

1934HH_Estate Living January 2016 (24 Jan - 8 Feb 2016).indd   1 2015/12/23   2:23 PM
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BEDROOM SUITE

The beautiful and distinquised lady 
caroline bedroom suite features top 

quality foils and is finished in a 
classical burl. No wax or polish need, 

simply wipe down. Includes a stool for 
the dresser. Accessories not included.

NEW
collection

Prices advertised are applicable within South Africa only. Instalment prices displayed include VAT, interest, 
compulsory insurance and initiation fees, but exclude optional insurance and delivery charges. No deposit 
and terms subject to credit approval. All credit applications are subject to a credit check and affordability 
assessment. Deposit may have to be paid. Monthly instalments may vary with No Deposit. Provide your ID, 
latest salary advice and monthly expense details to ensure rapid response to your credit application. Pre-
approved credit subject to credit checks. This offer excludes Store openings, clearance or limited quantity 
offers. Should a mistake occur or incomplete information is printed, we will display a notice in-store with all 
the correct details. Accessories optional extras. Shoprite Checkers (Pty) Ltd t/a House & Home is an authorised 
financial services provider and Shoprite Investment Ltd is an authorised credit provider. Quantities may be 
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3 PIECE ZAMBEZI 
CORNER LOUNGE SUITE

Classic scroll arm corner set with 
studded detail and full fibre back 

cushions, crafted in bomber natural 
fabric to enhance the traditional 

with sophisticated elegance. 
Accessories not included.

10699

4 PIECE SANTIAGO 
WALL UNIT 

Clever combination of solid oak 
and veneers. Large storage space. 
Can accommodate most Plasmas, 

LED’s and LCD’s. Dimensions: 1700mmx 
480mmx440mm. TV and accessories 

not included.

16999

2 PIECE BOCELLI 
LOUNGE SUITE

Transform your lounge area with 
this genuine leather uppers suite, 

with beautiful steel legs and 
adjustable head and arm rests. 

Accessories not included.

12999

3 PIECE FARINA 
LOUNGE SUITE

Contemporary linear design 
with a clean angular shape 

complimented with beautiful 
wooden legs. The high back design 
offers absolute comfort and style. 

Crafted in the most fabulous 
leather look & feel fabric. 
Accessories not included.
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MELISSA SLEEPER COUCH 
WITH CHAISE

A beautiful additional to any room. 
With a solid wood frame and silver 

powder coated metal legs this couch 
doubles up as a couch and bed with 
extra sleeping space from the chaise. 

Deep buttoned surface and a bondoned 
foam provides great comfort.
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TOP QUEEN BASE SET

Posturepedic double offset coil system.
352 Spring count for added support 

coolsmart gel memory foam. 
Bamboo fabric which is anti-bacterial 

and anti dust-mite. Staytrue 
comfort layers supports and 

moulds to your body contours. 
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4 PIECE CLASSICA 
BEDROOM SUITE

Expertly crafted from mahogany 
solids and veneers, the high quality 

standard sets this suite apart. 
Ottoman and headboard are 

upholstered in a top quality lorenz 
fabric. Mattress optional extra. 

Bedding and accessories not included. 

LIMITED STOCK
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We take spices for granted, picking up whatever we need 

from the supermarket shelf without a second thought. But once 

spice was an integral part of world history – the biggest, most 

tightly guarded commodity that generated immense wealth, 

started wars, established and destroyed empires and led to 

the discovery of new continents. 

While spices are no longer a luxury comparable to jewels 

and precious metals they are still an essential part of any well-

appointed kitchen. “They add depth, richness and nuances 

to a dish, giving a whole new dimension to the plate, and 

appeal to some of your strongest senses,” says local food and 

travel writer Anèl Potgieter. “If you take a dessert like poached 

pears as an example, it is the enchanting star anise nestled 

between the pears that is so alluring, and then you smell that 

sweet liquorice aroma and once you have a spoonful, there 

is a perfect symphony that comes together in your mouth and 

makes your taste buds sing”. 

And even though boxes, bags and bottles of spices fill whole 

aisles in our local supermarket, they have not quite lost their 

allure. Visit a spice market in parts of Africa, India or the 

Middle East and you will find exotic enclaves awash with 

indulgent pleasures. Rough sacks full of bold and vibrantly 

coloured powders shaped in mountain-like peaks shimmer like 

gold or precious stones. The air is warm, punctuated by a 

heady combination of mystical fragrances like cumin, coriander 

and saffron while the magical smoke wafting through mixes 

with the haggling murmurs of merchants and customers. 

References to the healing properties of spices can be found in 

ancient writings like the Epic of Gilgamaesh, the Bhagavad 

Gita and the Old Testament, and it was this property that 

fuelled its value in the middle centuries of the last millennium. 

Nutmeg was believed to cure the bubonic plague, and vanilla 

was valued more for its purported efficacy in treating male 

impotence than its delicious flavour. 

We may laugh at this, thinking it naïve, but do a web 

search today, and you will find endless references to how 

cinnamon regulates blood sugar and insulin, how turmeric 

has anti-inflammatory and anti-cancer properties, and how 

ginger and garlic are natural antibiotics. Vast fortunes were 

made and lost in the trading of spices, and the pursuit of 

more compact value chains fuelled bloody wars the world 

over, and laid the foundation for European expansion, 

colonialism and imperialism. The ground pepper you shake 

on your steak today was counted in individual peppercorns. 

A pound of ginger was worth a sheep and a pound of mace 

worth that of half a cow, and the cloves we use to add zing 

to an apple tart were used to pay the bonuses of London 

dockworkers in the 16th century.

The value of spice was not only because of its genuine utility 

as a flavouring, and its supposed medicinal properties – it 

was also due to its rarity, and the mystery attached to its 

origins. Europeans in the Middle Ages bought spices – and 

other exotic Eastern products like silk, ivory and porcelain – 

from merchants in the Middle East who controlled access to 

the trade routes further east. 

The fabled Silk Road was in fact a network of many smaller 

routes controlled by various kingdoms and communities 

– each of which took their cut as the precious materials 

travelled west. Shrewd merchants and clever businessmen 

would entertain clients with captivating tales about fighting 

off fierce winged creatures in the dead of night to reach rare 

and precious spices growing high on cliff walls. And while 

the winged creatures were undoubtedly mythical, the trade 

was fraught with dangers and expenses because the route 

was plagued by bandits, and every small-time leader along 

the silk road demanded a tax – or customs duty. So the 

phenomenally high prices were justified. 

The first European to penetrate this long terrestrial mercantile 

route was the Venetian Marco Polo – but his adventures 

merely served to bring the monopoly slightly further west, 

cutting out only a few of the insatiable intermediaries. So, 

once the Europeans had worked out how to sail out of sight 

of land, it was only a matter of time before they started 

looking for a route to the mother lode – the fabled spice 

islands of the East Indies, now mostly part of Indonesia. 

pen Kitchen
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The Love and Lure of Spice

Some, like Columbus in service to the Spanish crown, 

sailed west, but the Portuguese sailed south down the coast 

of Africa. Each expedition attempt got a little further until, 

finally, in 1948 Vasco da Gama reached India with the 

help of a pilot picked up on the Kenyan coast.

A year later he returned to Lisbon with a cargo of spices and 

other products worth 60 times the cost of the 24,000-mile 

round trip, including the loss of two ships. His route traced 

the African coastline, establishing the Cape of Good Hope, 

laying the foundation for the colonisation of South Africa, 

and setting in motion events that were to change the world 

for ever.

The Portuguese hung onto their monopoly for a while but 

were soon ousted by the Dutch who created a stranglehold 

on the strategic Banda Islands, where cloves and nutmeg 

grew. Of course, the British couldn’t allow that so they took 

on the Dutch in a long-standing war that was renowned 

for its brutality (not that any wars are particularly gentle) 

and the “collateral damage” of the Bandanese who had 

the misfortune to be born on an island where spices grew.  

The English managed to hang on to one of the Banda 

islands, but the Dutch made it pretty difficult for them to take 

advantage of their “possession” so, at the Treaty of Breda in 

1667, it was agreed that the British would give up all claim 

to the fabulously wealthy Run Island. In exchange the Dutch 

surrendered to the British the far less valuable Manhattan 

Island that was then known as New Amsterdam. The British 

renamed it New York. But even though that’s ancient history, 

the saga continues. 

While we are familiar with a huge range of spices, and we 

haven’t had a war over culinary ingredients for centuries, 

there is still much to be discovered, and innovative chefs 

are constantly searching for new ingredients. “I remember 

working as a waiter in Cape Town in the late eighties, and 

one of the chefs came back from London with an ingredient 

that he raved about for weeks,” says Justin Bonello, cook 

and food presenter. The ingredient was rocket, something 

that the ancient Romans used daily and that we take for 

granted today, but it illustrates the constant change and 

transformation of spices and herbs. And while spices might 

not be as exotic and mysterious as yesteryear, many remain 

relatively unknown except in their land of origin. Sumac, 

which Cape Town-based chef Neill Anthony says is the 

spice to watch this year, is one such example. Hailing from 

the Middle East, Sumac is traditionally used in Persian, 

Lebanese, and Turkish cuisine. Its slightly acidic, fruity and 

sour taste and goes well on fish and chicken, and is an 

essential ingredient in dolmades. Justin suggests smoked 

Malabar tamarind is the big new thing. “If you’re lucky 

enough to be able to get it / find it / steal it or buy it,” he 

says, “it can completely transform a fish curry.”

But even relatively well-known spices are being used in ways 

that only a decade ago would have seemed strange indeed. 

Chilli, lemon grass and even black pepper are being used 

to flavour chocolate. Anèl, for example, describes a white 

chocolate ganache she made with a hint of chipotle – a 

Mexican smoke-dried jalapeno chilli. “The response from 

people was amazing,” she says. 

So the story is not over yet.  As our penchant for discovering 

new ingredients and trying out new tastes continues we’re 

likely to continue expanding the spice trade, retaining some 

of the adventure and mystique, but hopefully without the 

bloodshed, torture, wholesale destruction of indigenous 

communities and general mayhem it’s caused over the last 

half a millennium or so.

Contact 

Anél Potgieter 

anelpot@telkomsa.net

Neil Anthony       

dumas.jeanae@gmail.com 

Justin Bonello (Liané van Zyl)

liane@soapbox.co.za

 



We all know that natural ingredients are highly desirable in 

our food, supplements and cosmetics. Our bodies are more 

likely to absorb natural elements than chemical ingredients 

for the simple reason that we are made up of them ourselves. 

Ironically, we arrive at our need for extraordinary supplements 

because nature is not always gentle on our skin – so we turn 

to nature herself for the solutions.

Nutritional science has identified a group of foods that 

have come to be known as ‘super foods’ because they are 

nutritionally dense. Super foods — mostly plant-based, but 

also some fish and dairy — include items like blueberries, 

kale, seaweed, acai, salmon and many more. As far as 

Western food habits go, seaweed is arguably one of the least 

well-known, other than perhaps the nori used in many sushi 

dishes. Beyond sushi, Japanese cuisine has many more dishes 

that use this unusual ingredient, and some nutritionists have 

theorised that it is the reason the Japanese enjoy low levels of 

diseases such as heart disease and diabetes. 

Our ocean waters are nutrient-rich and seaweed has evolved 

to draw in high concentrations of many bioavailable minerals 

like iodine, iron and calcium. Seaweed is also a powerful 

source of electrolytes as well as blood-purifying chlorophyll 

and polysaccharides that act as natural detoxifiers of heavy 

metals and other toxic substances. As if that were not enough, 

seaweed is also a source of a broad range of vitamins and 

is a powerful antioxidant that scrubs the cells of free radicals, 

improving the skin’s condition. 

It’s a small wonder then that the manufacturers of Collagen Lift 

Paris™ chose to add ulva mediterranea (a seaweed harvested 

in the South of France) to their skincare supplement. Collagen 

Lift™ Paris is a brand-new nutritional supplement formulated 

to boost skin cells with high levels of bio-available collagen. 

Not only does the addition of seaweed enhance the body’s 

ability to absorb the collagen, but the UV-protective pigments 

carotenoids, chlorophylls and xanthophylls help the skin 

protect itself from harmful UV damage. 

Whether it’s collagen, seaweed or other super foods, the truth 

is that effective skincare must take place inside as well as 

outside. Try the daily drinkable supplement Collagen Lift™ 

Paris and look younger today.

NATURE: 
The Good, 
the Bad 
and the Beautiful

Relax@

Natural Beauty 
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They are undoubtedly exceptional players, with McIlroy edging 

towards ‘greatness’ with four Majors already under his belt, but 

whether they are the next big rivalry in golf is perhaps a little 

premature. We can hope that they will be, but the original ‘big 

three’ of Palmer, Nicklaus and Player won a total of 34 Majors, 

so, with the Day, Spieth and McIlroy triumvirate currently on a 

total of seven Majors, we have a good start, but there is still 

some way for them to go. 

The 2015 Majors were very competitive, with Jordan Spieth 

taking himself right up to the front door of immortality before just 

failing to deliver what could have been either only the third three-

time Major winner in the same calendar year in the modern era 

(after Hogan and Woods – exalted company indeed) or the 

only player to win all four Majors in the same season. 

He fell short of both goals by finishing joint fourth and one shot 

out of the play off at the Open Championship at St Andrews, 

which included four putting on one hole in the final round, 

and then missed a second bite at the opportunity to annex the 

Majors’ ‘threesome’ by coming in tied second behind Jason Day 

in the USPGA Championship. However, on reflection, Spieth’s 

one-year performance would be a great career for many players 

and coming so close to immortality might just give him the self-

belief to think that he can, in fact, go one or perhaps even two 

better in a future season.

On the subject of a player’s career, the benchmark is, perhaps 

unfairly, largely built around performances in the Majors. The 

prevailing thought is that, if you can win one Major, ‘well done’, 

but there is a very strong ‘ho hum’ in this, with the implication 

that ‘anyone can win one’, although Colin Montgomery and Lee 

Westwood might argue with that sentiment! 

The process then follows that to win a second Major indicates 

that your first was no fluke and that you have ‘something’, while 

winning three Majors puts a player’s career well into the foothills 

of the heights occupied by the game’s acknowledged legends. 

Naturally enough, there have been dozens of one-time Major 

winners and, once you look in the records for players who have 

won five or more Majors, the list dwindles to a mere handful. 

This supports the belief that the chances any player will get 

to capture a Major, in any career span, are very limited and 

must be grasped, and that the players who have managed to 

achieve this are very ‘special’. 

What’s  Putting 
The year in review

Now that the 2015 season is over, the question has recently been asked whether the McIlroy, Spieth and 
Day rivalry is one to watch and, by inference, could they possibly become the next ‘big three’? 



During 2015 and stepping out of the category of 
‘best players never to have won a Major’ and into 
the category of ‘the nearly men’ was Jason Day, 
who took the USPGA title in some style at the Straits 
course at Whistling Straits to notch up his first Major 
win.

Zack Johnson’s solid finish over the closing holes and subsequent 

cool play in the play off on his way to annexing the Open 

Championship took his career up a notch and into the two-time 

Major winner category. For our local contingent, the season 

was encouraging at a number of levels.

Brandon Grace’s run at two Majors and solid showing at the 

season-ending DP World Championship where he came in 

third while also annexing third place on the European Tour’s 

Race to Dubai augurs well for the future. These efforts were 

complemented by Louis Oosthuizen’s back-to-back runner up 

spots in two Majors, one of which came in a play off at the 

Open. 

Charl Schwartzel continues to be an enigma. He is immensely 

talented and puts himself in and or about contention and then 

seems to go off the boil, although he seemed to have shrugged 

this off by holding off four talented young French players to win 

the Dunhill Championship at Leopard Creek in November. 

Ernie Els may still have a Major in him and his swing still looks 

sublime. Tom Watson, aged 59, lost the Open in a play off, 

but, for the moment, based on history, at least, we can assume 

that this was a once-off and, as age is not on Tom’s  side, one 

increasingly feels that a fifth Major will have to be on a favourite 

course and with everything else going for him.  

George Coetzee finally broke his drought of not winning on the 

European Tour out of South Africa with a win in Mauritius, but 

these are all established players, so what of the ‘younger guard’ 

who are now taking their first steps onto the full Tours? 

Ironically, it was one of the older guard in Ulrich Van Den Berg 

who took centre stage at the European Tour School finals in 

November, which he won, making him the oldest winner in the 

event’s history. 

South Africa also graduated Jean Hugo, Justin Walters and Jaco 

Van Zyl in fourth, ninth and 21st place respectively. Just to put 

the Tour School final into some competitive perspective – 32 

players, who had previously won events on the European Tour, 

made the final round, but only four of them got their tour cards 

for 2016!

Brandon Stone won his European Tour card by finishing 14th on 

the Challenge Tour and celebrated by coming home to win the 

Lion of Africa Open in Cape Town for his maiden tour victory, 

while Jbe Kruger continues to impress on the Asian Tour, with a 

recent runner-up spot in Manila. 

The IGT continues to provide an effective springboard into 

the Sunshine Tour and then on up into ‘bigger’ things and, 

according to Cois Duplooy, who runs the Tour, there are a 

number of young players ‘bubbling under’.

Overall, South Africa’s professional women golfers 
had a steady year. 

This year, Lee Ann Pace’s nine top 30 finishes earned 

$367,231 in the USA and kept her in 50th place on the Rolex 

World rankings. While Lee Ann was becoming only the third 

player to win back-to-back SA Open titles at San Lameer, 

Carrie Park made a very encouraging transition onto the paid 

ranks, having honed her game by teeing up on the IGT Tour by 

coming third in the same event.

Investec’s commitment to the Ladies’ Sunshine Tour in SA has 

been a real bonus, as it helps to give the local girls a great 

competitive environment and the necessary preparation for 

playing on a bigger international stage. 

The Sunshine Tour schedule is a full one, with five European 

Tour co-sanctioned events taking centre stage from the Nedbank 

Challenge at Sun City in December through to the Tshwane 

Open in February 2016. 

These events have proved to be a great testing ground on 

which SA’s young hopefuls can sharpen their teeth against 

international competition and gain invaluable points in the Race 

to Dubai and, more importantly, for most, ensuring a coveted 

full exemption status in Europe for the 2017 season. However, 

there is a potential cloud or two on the horizon, as how long 

the co-sanctioned events’ purses can be sustained at the current 

levels, given the free fall in the rand’s value during 2015, 

remains to be seen.

South Africa is blessed with many wonderful golf 
courses, so whatever your handicap and wherever 
your golf ball might lead you in 2016... we wish you 
good golfing!

John Cockayne

Estate Living Golf Editor

CEO Business of Golf
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www.therenuvators.co.za
Office: O87 910 0333
Mobile: 076 686 1148
        079 939 9293

With passion, experience, 
and meeting your budget, THE 
RENUVATORS can make your dream 
home a reality.

Fact is, your house is probably begging for a fresh lick of paint in just the
 right shade, a stretch of elegant new tiles, a few upmarket fittings here and there 

… or perhaps a complete makeover.

And that’s where these handy guys, aka The Renuvators, come into play. Their magic 
includes expert home improvement advice, both from a practical and an aesthetic point 
of view. They guarantee detailed and accurate quotations, delivered on time. Once the 
makeover commences, they’ll give you a daily progress report. What’s more, one of 

them will always be actively involved on-site – all the time. 

The end-result: A house so expertly finished, you’ll never want to leave.

RENOVATIONS CAPE TOWN

follow us on 
Facebook.
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Situated in the heart of Pretoria and having completed extensive work on the Highland Gate 

Golf and Trout Estate in Dullstroom is Schnitter Architects and Interiors. “I see a house as an 

extension of a family’s personality, shaping their dreams. The house shouldn’t be a monument 

to the architect, but rather a reflection of the family living inside of it.” Madeleen Schnitter 

We at Schnitter Architects and Interiors focus on the needs of our clients, providing excellent 

service and architecture of the highest level of design and detailing standards, whilst realising 

clients’ dreams within the possible borders of our clients’ budget. 

It is our aim to make the building process an enjoyable experience. Our firm has vast 

experience in commercial, retail, industrial and residential design with a good understanding 

of the Aesthetical Guidelines and Management Regulation that are a prerequisite at many 

estates. 

Thus, we are well established in the design of upmarket residential homes and other 

astounding luxurious projects.

97 Doreen Street | Colbyn, 0083

PO Box 12615 | Hatfield, 0028 | madeleen@schnitter.co.za| 012 4307162 | 083 2906097

Bella Bella Waterkloof Highland Gate Golf and Trout Estate Sandhurst
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with your cleaning chores this summer?

The higher the building, the higher the risk. If your employee slipped or fell while on the job, you’d be liable for 
a considerable amount of money. Avoid this unpleasant scenario and hire professionals who’ll do a thorough job
without putting your staff or credibility at risk.

Professional window cleaners aren’t just adept at their job – they also have the right tools at their disposal in order 
to satisfy all of your window cleaning needs. Some companies, like The Specialists, use telescopic poles to reach 
as high up as three storeys. 

The majority of carpet cleaning services are performed via a wet process – Cleaning specialists are 
also able to clean your carpets using a dry process by employing a professional cleaning service. A dry 
carpet cleaning process ensures that your carpets are being cleaned in a safe and non-toxic manner. 
As the dry process uses very little water, your carpets will be fresh and clean within hours as opposed to 
days. To find out more about dry carpet cleaning and to chat with a consultant about your specific 
needs please contact one of the branches of The Specialists – an expert is at the ready to assist you.

There is a direct link between people suffering bad allergies or asthma problems and sleeping on a dirty mattress. 
Dust mites feed off dead skin cells, which means that your dirty mattress (layered with dead skin cells) is the 
ideal home for these tiny creatures – and their droppings contain a protein that is an allergen which sets off asthma.

Cleaning the windows can be a dangerous task if not conducted by professionals. 

Regular cleaning is the answer to ensuring your carpets remain plush and luxurious 
and continue to add value to your property.

Are you sleeping on a dirty mattress?

The Specialists can sort out any mattress quite successfully through our
UV-C mattress cleaning services. 

The UV-C light will eradicate all dust mites, mould and bacteria. It is a simple three-step process that includes 
sterilising the mattress via ultra-violet light, an extraction process which involves the use of a powerful vacuum 
that loosens and draws out all dust and dirt particles and then an anti-allergen treatment which is environmentally 
friendly and which neutralises the protein in the allergens.

To find out more about professional mattress cleaning services that will preserve your mattresses and make for a 
healthier sleep environment, please contact one of our branches closest to you.

Summer time sees an influx of flies and they have the potential to drive everyone crazy. One fly is capable of laying up 
to 9000 eggs which means that we all have good reason to freak out when a fly is bothering us. To be fair, it is 
impossible to completely eliminate flies but there are a couple of things you can do that will deter them.

How to get rid of flies this summer?

Professional pest 
services help to get 
rid of fl ies through 
an integrated pest 
management system.

Pest Control Specialists offer afordable solutions against Cockroaches, 
Ants, Rodents, Bed bugs,Termites, Flies and other pests.

Here are the top three things you can do to keep the flies
at bay:
1. Keep the doors closed as much as possible, especially when you are cooking. Flies 
are attracted to food items and anything sweet. What’s more, they are carnivorous and 
even just having meat defrosting in the kitchen can attract them. If you would like to 
keep the doors open then point a fan in the direction of the open door as this will ward 
off the flies because they don’t like wind.

2. Make sure your trash is properly disposed of in bins that are sealed. Trash, fermenting food and the like will attract flies.
 
3. Getting rid of flies means making sure your indoor and outdoor bins are properly sealed and making sure 
there is no spillage. Drain the water that collects around your premises. Flies love standing water and while you can’t 
do anything about a lake or pond nearby, ensure you empty out the bird bath, trash can lids, play area tyres and your 
gutters. Professionally getting rid of flies is a better bet than any and Pest Control Specialists will be able to help you 
maintain a fly-free environment.

the spesialist BACKUP.indd   2-3 2016/02/15   6:35 PM
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Although there is some debate as to who coined this expression; Lord Harold Samuel, a British real estate tycoon, or a 1926 real estate classified ad 
in the Chicago Tribune, which reads: “Attention salesmen, sales managers: location, location, location, close to Rogers Park.” There is no truer turn 
of phrase that can apply to Pezula Private Estate.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION. 

                               LOCATION. 

location

location

There are three things that matter in property

Estate Review
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in the Chicago Tribune, which reads: “Attention salesmen, sales managers: location, location, location, close to Rogers Park.” There is no truer turn 
of phrase that can apply to Pezula Private Estate.
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Although there is some debate as to who coined this expression; Lord Harold Samuel, 

a British real estate tycoon, or a 1926 real estate classified ad in the Chicago Tribune, 

which reads: “Attention salesmen, sales managers: location, location, location, close to 

Rogers Park.” There is no truer turn of phrase that can apply to Pezula Private Estate.
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The rolling hills, rich diverse fauna and flora and array of 

wildlife that make up the Pezula Private Estate is the result of 

extensive rehabilitation to the area, and the panoramic view 

on offer from each plot is attributed to a well-thought-out and 

designed estate. In the 1990s, the property was purchased 

from the Parks family. George Parks, one of the early settlers 

in the area, set up the Knysna Forest Company in 1892; 

parts of land that now house the estate were used as a pine 

forest plantation for nearly a century. The initial investors in the 

estate had to tackle dense forest and climb trees to imagine 

the spectacular views that lie beyond them.

. 

Situated along the southern Cape 
coast, shouldering the 
Noetzie river mouth and the 
Knysna Heads, consisting of 
612 hectares and 
nearly 4km of coastline, 
and recognised as the most 
environmentally aware and 
best luxury development in the world, 
it is safe to say that 
Lord Harold was right on the money.

Private Estate
PEZULA



. 

R 13 475 000
FINE & COUNTRY FEATURE
PEZULA PRIVATE ESTATE, KNYSNA, WESTERN CAPE

Private, secure and elegant.

Surrounded by rolling hills of Fynbos and indigenous vegetation this amazing 
home offers total peace, tranquillity and absolute privacy.

Situated on an approximately 5800sqm stand in the prestigious Pezula 
Private Estate and boasting views to beat any game farm, this home was 
designed to embrace the natural beauty of its surroundings.

4 Bedrooms, all en-suite are situated off large open-plan living areas with 
stacker doors and double volume ceilings that accentuate the feeling of space 
and freedom.

Outdoor entertainment areas with a heated pool and boma provide 
unlimited possibilities to enjoy the spectacular sunsets on offer.

Additional property features include an entertainer’s wrap-around patio, a 
gourmet kitchen with pantry, scullery and laundry, tank room with seven 
2500 litre rain water tanks plus an energy saving heat pump and central 
vacuum system. 

Pezula Private Estate offers the homeowner a striking setting, embrace the 
best of the estate and enjoy the laid back, coastal lifestyle. Take advantage of 
the Pezula Spa or a round of golf on the prestigious breathtaking, 
award-winning 18-hole golf course, designed by David Dale and Ronald 
Fream of GolfPlan USA, offering visitors who wish to play the ultimate golf 
course in Knysna, an unsurpassed golf experience which rates amongst the 
best and the most scenic golf courses in the world. 

Eva Micklewood 082 267 6977
emicklewood@fineandcountry.com
Natalie Wood 084 555 5557
natalie.wood@fineandcountry.com WEB: 136809

  

Local expertise, national presence and international audience

Regionally 20 offices throughout Western Cape
Nationally 50 offices across South Africa
Internationally Over 300 offices globally

www.fineandcountry.com
Knysna Office

4 Waterfront Drive, Knysna, 6570
+27 (0)44 382 0155

knysna@fineandcountry.com

Park Lane Office
119/121 Park Lane, London, W1

+44 (0)207 079 1515
admin@fineandcountry.com



In 2003, the alien clearing and rehabilitation commenced. 
With the support of a full-time environmental management 
team, more than a million pine and gum trees were 
removed, making way for the natural Cape fynbos that 
had been lying dormant along with other fauna and flora. 
The success of this rehabilitation programme has earned 
the estate numerous awards, and the management and 
preservation of the reserve sets the tone for the lifestyle at 
the estate. Homeowners are gifted with a plethora of bird 
life, which includes some critically endangered species 
such as the Knysna woodpecker and Cape eagle owl. 

During the rehabilitation process and under the watchful 
eye of the environmental team, the infrastructure installation 
began. The developers earmarked 255 erven that varied 
in size, from 3000m² to 33,000m², which were to be 
developed over four phases. Although the plot sizes far 
exceed those within other estates, the area allocated to be 
developed only covers 15% of the overall estate, leaving 
85% to the natural reserve, indigenous forests, magnificent 
cliffs and sheltered beaches.

The estate started marketing and selling plots from 2001, 
rolling out the development phases from 2003, with the 
final phase starting in late 2004. Initial returns on investment 
were as high as 200% prior to the 2007 global recession.
Property prices vary based on views and proximity to 
the coastal cliff area; however, the estate’s layout has a 
strategic design that ensures that each individual home has 
at least one boundary looking onto open space, thereby 
enabling homeowners to enjoy the reserve and all it has 
to offer. 
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    Designing | Installation | Irrigation | Maintenance

Specialising in indigenous plants 
& environmental sensitive areas
Domestic & Industrial Gardens

Specialising in indigenous plants & environmental sensitive areas
Domestic & Industrial Gardens

6 Milkwood Dr, Knysna 
earthbound@isat.co.za
082 396 3370 / 082 788 3490
www.earthboundlandscapes.co.za 

    Designing | Installation | Irrigation | Maintenance
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SPECIALISTS IN SUPPLY & INSTALLATION OF WOODEN, BAMBOO, LAMINATE & VINYL FLOORING 
THROUGHOUT THE SOUTHERN CAPE FOR OVER 10 YEARS!

Elegance, Sophistication, Quality 

21 Meeu Street, Knysna Industrial  |   Tel: 044 382 7876   |  Email: info@euro� oors.co.za  | Web: www.euro� oors.co.za
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Vanessa has been involved with the estate since its inception 
in 2001 and purchased a plot in 2004. When asked how 
she would describe the estate’s lifestyle, her passion for the 
estate is apparent. “Privacy is key here; the houses are not 
‘cheek by jowl’ – from the homes, you don’t realise you have 
neighbours, and every window and view is picturesque. The 
game spotting is also special and we have personally seen 
bush buck, blue duiker, honey badgers, mongoose, Cape 
clawless otters, tortoises and caracal. Bushpig, porcupine 
and even leopard are occasionally seen on the estate. We 
have loved watching Pezula Private Estate evolve from 
empty plots to where it is today. Driving to the estate is a 
pleasant daily encounter, with the noticeable rehabilitation 
fully established, and the steady growth of designer homes 
continues to enhance this estate into an echelon never 
created before.”

“We have inland plots on sale from R 550 000 and those with sea views for up to R 10 million. Pezula Private 
Estate is one of a kind, and, for preservation of the forestation along this coast, we have been informed that 
there will be no further development rights on the coast, adding intrinsic value to the estate,” says Vanessa Eyre 
from Dream Knysna Property Specialists.
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The magnitude of Pezula Private Estate’s beauty is best 
described in the meaning of the Estate name:

 PEZULA 
‘up high with the gods’.

The Homeowners’ Association (HOA) and the Homeowners 
have taken over the role of ‘visionaries’ when it comes to 
the future of Pezula Private Estate. The properties are owned 
by freehold and all the common areas and facilities are 
maintained by the Homeowners’ Association under the 
management of Anthony Evans and directorship of the board 
of trustees. For the benefit of its residents, the estate offers 
a sports field, a barnyard, a boma, a number of view sites, 
five walking trails, horse riding, surf angling, a golf driving 
range and hiking down through the indigenous forest to the 
Noetzie river and canoeing along to the beautiful Noetzie 
beach. 

Sustainability is vital to the lifestyle and the HOA encourages 
homeowners to use alternative energies and rainwater 
harvesting, and homes are equipped with a sewer plant that 
allows for all grey and black water to be reused. Security 
is paramount, and the estate has access control, motorised 
patrol, state-of-the-art camera systems and perimeter fences 
that are maintained by security specialists, with Mother 
Nature also offering a hand.  

The architectural guidelines set out by the HOA ensure that 
the natural tones and contemporary design of the homes 
seemingly disappear into the landscape and colour palettes 
of the region. Situated 8km from Knysna CBD and 70km 
from George Airport, Pezula Private Estate is ideally situated 
for both a secondary and primary home.

The magnitude of 
Pezula Private Estate’s 
beauty is best described 
in the meaning of the 
estate name: 
Pezula – 
‘up high with the gods’.
www.pezulaprivateestate.co.za

A special Thank You to Chris Daly for the use of his 
incrediable images of Pezula Private Estate. 
cpd@gotoknysna.com



Situated in the Knysna area, we have been offering a professional service along the Garden Route since 
1998. As a  registered Architect with SACAP, we have been actively involved in the growing demand for 
upmarket projects in and around Knysna and the Garden Route as well as throughout South Africa. We sit 
on a number of different design review committees which keeps us in touch with our community and helps 
us stay ahead of the challenges many clients face when building homes in Knysna.

| CONTACT  082 922 6775 |  EMAIL tracey@traceymillsbrink.com | WEBSITE www.traceymillsbrink.com | 

STREET ADDRESS Postnet Suite #330, Private Bag X31,Knysna 6570 

Tracey Mills brink archiTecTs 

Tracey Mills Brink Architects offers a Professional Architect’s Service tailor-made to the clients needs. I strive to 
create spaces that will improve the quality of life for the occupants and have successfully completed residential 
homes, commercial buildings, resorts and hotels. We use a variety of materials in the construction of these buildings, 
from brick and mortar, to concrete, earth, timber and steel, providing environmentally sensitive, sustainable and 
energy design solutions for all of my client’s requirements. 

treacey mills arcutects.indd   1 2016/02/15   6:55 PM
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www.lightstone.co.za

FREEHOLD UNITS ON THE ESTATE
Purchase Date:  Purchase Price: Erf Size (m²):

2015/09/15 R 1 100 000 4000

2015/08/13 R 6 400 000 9814

2015/06/07 R 1 100 000 4010

2015/02/26 R 650 000 3699

2015/03/28 R 450 000 4000

2015/02/02 R 970 000 11483

2015/01/31 R 900 000 4145

2014/11/11 R 7 200 000 791

2015/02/13 R 2 400 000 4583

PERIOD OF OWNERSHIPAGE OF RESIDENTS

11 and more years

8-10 years

5-7 years

Less than 5 years

Pensioner
65 0r older
Mature
50-64
Middle Aged
36-49
Youth/Adult
18-35

20 %19 % 

55 %0 %

45 %48 %

55 %33 %

18 %32 %

9 %22 %

17 %0 %

9 %44 %

Existing OwnersStable Owners

Recent SellersRecent Buyers

From the period: October 2014 to September 2015

knoetsie

Hornlee rd to Knysna/N2

Pezula Private Estate

Pezula Private Estate 
home owners

Noetsie River
Sparrebosch  (Knysna)

ESTATE NAME: PEZULA PRIVATE ESTATE
SUBURB: PEZULA PRIVATE ESTATE
TOWNSHIP: KNYSNA
MUNICIPALITY: KNYSNA
COORDINATES (LAT\LONG):-34.0708, 23.1193 | STREET VIEW

TOTAL SIZE: 6 249 513 M²
NO OF ERVEN ON ESTATE: 263
NO OF PROPERTIES ON ESTATE: 265

PEZULA PRIVATE ESTATE
ESTATE REPORT 



refract marketing

houseworx

ADVERTTOTAL SIZE: 6 249 513 M²
NO OF ERVEN ON ESTATE: 263
NO OF PROPERTIES ON ESTATE: 265

KRAMERVILLE
CERAGRAN
SHOWROOM

Located in the prestigious Kramerville 
Design District in Sandton, one of 
Johannesburg's premiere design 
centres, Ceragran’s innovative 
showroom is the ideal setting to 

experience cutting-edge wall and 
flooring solutions showcased in realistic 

situations. 

All the latest trends in imported flooring 
and innovative technical solutions from 

leading brands.

KRAMERVILLE
Tel: +27 11 684 2650
30 Archimedes Street
Kramerville
Johannesburg

CAPE TOWN
Tel: +27 21 465 8966

The Boulevard Office Park
Searle Street, Block F,

Upper Woodstock, Cape Town

NEW CAPE TOWN SHOWROOM 
LAUNCHES 25 FEBRUARY 2016

Visit our showrooms
to see solutions in action

or chat to us about your 
upcoming project

ANCORA
Tel: +27 12 327 2414
273 Rose-etta Street

Pretoria West
Pretoria
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Professional Audio Video installations including Home Cinema Design and Build.
Our team of professionals offers Home Automation Services.
Based in Cape Town offering service to our clients across Southern Africa.
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Professional Audio Video installations including Home Cinema Design and Build.
Our team of professionals offers Home Automation Services.
Based in Cape Town offering service to our clients across Southern Africa.

Mobile: 083 700 4469 
www.mirroredgenetworks.com

Mirror Edge Networks2.indd   2-3 2015/12/21   12:25 

Mobile: 083 700 4469
www.mirroredgenetworks.com



One almost jumps to the conclusion that the POPI (Protection 

of Personal Information) Act is a political skirt created for 

politicians to hide behind and prevent media and even 

the general public becoming aware of corrupt dealings, 

specifically of a financial nature. However, in this case, there 

are two sides to the coin.

The right to privacy is regarded as serious business in South 

Africa. Residential estate communities more often than not 

house high-profile individuals, the likes of sporting heroes 

(sometimes fallen), cabinet members, corporate ‘captains of 

industry’ and, on occasion, a professional crime syndicate 

boss – it’s no wonder then that identity privacy takes precedent. 

POPI facilitates by regulating the way in which personal 

information may be processed by establishing conditions that 

prescribe the minimum requirements to be considered lawful. 

‘Personal information’ includes contact details, demographic 

information, personal history and communication records. 

By meeting the requirements of POPI, businesses, including 

estates, will not only be complying with legislation, but also 

adding value to their trade and earning the respect and loyalty 

of the consumers/residents they market and communicate to.

Privacy includes the right to protection against the unlawful 

collection, retention, dissemination and use of any individual’s 

personal information. Although there has been some debate 

about the benefits and necessity, the POPI Act was created to 

do just that – protect one’s personal information, of which all 

members within the residential estate community will benefit.

The question then stands: POPI vs access control?

Access to these environments is controlled by the collection 

of personal data, usually an ID and vehicle licence disc 

scan or biometric fingerprint scan executed by a well-trained 

guard, who should be employed by a POPI-compliant security 

provider. Stringent regulations and processes are required for 

the protection of the information received during this access 

processes , as identity theft and digital crime is rife.

So what happens to the information once it has been collected 

by the security system? 

POPI regulations seek to ensure that only information that is 

needed for a specific purpose is collected, that reasonable 

steps are taken to secure this information, that it is relevant 

and accurate, and that it is only retained for as long as it is 

required – so, essentially, after collection of your data at the 

security gate, it should be destroyed. 

Glenn Allen CEO of Enforce SA commented that “Access 

control and visitor management has made vast strides with the 

change from manual book system to mobile technology this 

has significantly contributed to the acquisition of accurate and 

meaningful data,  and allows for many value added benefits 

such as effectively controlling visitors, contactors and home 

owners according to the three different criteria by creating 

different rules for each group. The other benefits include pre 

authorisation of visitors which allows for the visitor and home 

owner to be paired which makes for a more efficient entry 

and exit of the estate. There are also comprehensive reports of 

entry and exit times of which the home owner can be notified 

by means of an SMS or an email.

It is important to ensure that when estates acquire a visitor 

management solution that they engage with reputable and fully 

trained installers that not only understands the requirements 

of the community but that the system complies with the POPI 

act and that data is fully password protected and available 

only to the management of the estate and no third parties, for 

the time deemed necessary. The solutions that have provided 

the best results for homeowners and management of secure 

communities are systems that are fully integrated with the estate 

management and access control systems. These systems are 

managed by the estate and is not cloud based but is stored 

in the access control database, thus ensuring compliance with 

the POPI act.”

Jade Harris, estate manager at Saddlebrook Estate, represents 

a sector that aims to attract both local and international 

investors. “Saddlebrook and other estates will only be able to 

compete if we can prove to our stakeholders that we respect 

their privacy. POPI compliance is a powerful tool to achieve 

this goal.”

Over and above the obvious, the positive side effects of 

POPI compliance spawns a secure living environment, which 

creates social cohesion and, amongst other things, the positive 

development of our next generation. With technology and 

social media progressing rapidly, it’s important that millennial 

have a respect for personal information.

Laws and Acts like POPI highlight the potential abuse of 

personal information, escalating it to the forefront of debate 

around the dinner and boardroom table, ensuring that these 

communities not only survive, but thrive. 

Where communities thrive, under a watchful POPI eye.

Secure Living
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Where communities thrive, under a watchful POPI eye.

Golf carts on the greens,
snakes in the bedroom,
speeding visitors...
... we’ve seen it all, and that‘s why we understand 
that Estate Security is anything but ordinary.
 
Enforce Security combines its resources with 36 years’ experience in private security 
to provide you with the most comprehensive and proactive estate security solution 
in the market. Enforce’s dedication to service excellence, exceptional in-house training 
for guards, and wide range of security technologies allows us the capacity to customise
the optimal security solution to meet the particular needs of your Estate. 
 
For further information call us today on 0860 11 00 11, email:  info@enforce.co.za
or visit our website: www.enforce.co.za

EXCELLERATE FACILIT Y MANAGEMENT . EXCELLERATE BRAND MANAGEMENT . EXCELLERATE UTILITIES MANAGEMENT . JHI . JHI RETAIL . JHI ADVISORY . JHI CRES
ENFORCE . INTERPARK . SPARK . STERIKLEEN . ERADICO . K ATANGA . CHATTELS . FRESH . FIRST TECHNICAL . SYENAP PROPERTIES   

YOUR WORLD MADE SAFE
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Standard terms and conditions apply. E&OE (Errors & Omissions Excluded). Full terms and conditions are available on vodacom.co.za

Everything is better  
in a Vodacom Fibre  
connected home
Revolutionise the way you live,  
work and play with Vodacom Fibre.  
Call 082 1904 to sign up.

vodacom.co.za/fibre

Vodacom
Power to you

Why is Vodacom Fibre a must-have for your home?
Doing things faster is the way we live. Vodacom Fibre 
connects you to the highest speed Internet, security, 
voice, TV and video services available today.

And because it uses flexible glass cable instead of 
copper, it’s less susceptible to bad weather, lightning 
and theft, giving you unprecedented reliability.

What makes Vodacom Fibre better?
With over 20 million active Data customers in South 
Africa and 57,5 million customers in Africa, Vodacom 
has the experience, knowledge and resources to 
provide a more reliable, quality fibre connection and 
service in your home.

Talk more for less
With Vodacom Fibre you can save up to 30% on your 
landline telephone bill through Vodacom Fibre fixed 
voice service and free in-estate calls.

Faster uploads and downloads 
Maximise your time with the fastest upload and 
download speeds. 

With Vodacom Fibre, browsing, emails and even  
large files can be accessed and shared quickly  
and effortlessly. 

Uninterrupted high quality entertainment
From streaming TV shows to downloading new  
HD movies (in 10 minutes) and music (300 songs  
in 5 minutes), Vodacom Fibre keeps you  
entertained non-stop.

And when you experience the thrill of high speed
lag-free gaming, you’ll be ready to take on the world. 

Better efficiency
Smarten up your entire home with home automation. 
You can control your household devices, lights and 
appliances with a remote. 

Better peace of mind
Interactive security camera lets you keep an eye on 
your loved ones and pets from any location. Should 
an intruder be detected, this interactive security 
will automatically start video recording. It can also 
detect when your children are home and provide baby 
monitoring when linked to the appropriate devices.

Better community benefits
•	Connect	your	neighbours’	CCTV	security* cameras 

over Fibre and share information
•	With	Vodacom	Fibre,	your	home	and	property	value	

will increase
•	Vodacom	covers	the	installation	costs	of	laying	

Fibre cables
•	The	service	allows	you	to	scale	your	requirements	

up or down
•	24/7	service	and	call	centre	support

*CCTV security - Fibre feature coming soon

Vodacom Fibre provides you with better value to 
match your lifestyle 
Choose from our three Data usage options according 
to your lifestyle – whether you’re a movie buff or 
gamer looking for faster downloads, a home business 
owner pushing emails at the speed of light, or you’d 
like to enjoy crystal clear video chats with distant 
family and friends. 

Get a better idea of what you need
Our consultants are waiting to help you. Simply 
send your name, area and contact details to: fibre@
vodacom.co.za or call 082 1904.

Revolutionise the way you live, work and play

Enjoy better reliability in a Vodacom Fibre 
connected home

Entertainment is better in a Vodacom Fibre 
connected home

Quality of life is better in a Vodacom Fibre 
connected home

Your options are better in a Vodacom Fibre 
connected home
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86881-Vodacom Integrated_FTTH Advertorial_v2.indd   1 2015/11/03   4:29 PM
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Standard terms and conditions apply. E&OE (Errors & Omissions Excluded). Full terms and conditions are available on vodacom.co.za

Everything is better  
in a Vodacom Fibre  
connected home
Revolutionise the way you live,  
work and play with Vodacom Fibre.  
Call 082 1904 to sign up.

vodacom.co.za/fibre

Vodacom
Power to you

Why is Vodacom Fibre a must-have for your home?
Doing things faster is the way we live. Vodacom Fibre 
connects you to the highest speed Internet, security, 
voice, TV and video services available today.

And because it uses flexible glass cable instead of 
copper, it’s less susceptible to bad weather, lightning 
and theft, giving you unprecedented reliability.

What makes Vodacom Fibre better?
With over 20 million active Data customers in South 
Africa and 57,5 million customers in Africa, Vodacom 
has the experience, knowledge and resources to 
provide a more reliable, quality fibre connection and 
service in your home.

Talk more for less
With Vodacom Fibre you can save up to 30% on your 
landline telephone bill through Vodacom Fibre fixed 
voice service and free in-estate calls.

Faster uploads and downloads 
Maximise your time with the fastest upload and 
download speeds. 

With Vodacom Fibre, browsing, emails and even  
large files can be accessed and shared quickly  
and effortlessly. 

Uninterrupted high quality entertainment
From streaming TV shows to downloading new  
HD movies (in 10 minutes) and music (300 songs  
in 5 minutes), Vodacom Fibre keeps you  
entertained non-stop.

And when you experience the thrill of high speed
lag-free gaming, you’ll be ready to take on the world. 

Better efficiency
Smarten up your entire home with home automation. 
You can control your household devices, lights and 
appliances with a remote. 

Better peace of mind
Interactive security camera lets you keep an eye on 
your loved ones and pets from any location. Should 
an intruder be detected, this interactive security 
will automatically start video recording. It can also 
detect when your children are home and provide baby 
monitoring when linked to the appropriate devices.

Better community benefits
•	Connect	your	neighbours’	CCTV	security* cameras 

over Fibre and share information
•	With	Vodacom	Fibre,	your	home	and	property	value	

will increase
•	Vodacom	covers	the	installation	costs	of	laying	

Fibre cables
•	The	service	allows	you	to	scale	your	requirements	

up or down
•	24/7	service	and	call	centre	support

*CCTV security - Fibre feature coming soon

Vodacom Fibre provides you with better value to 
match your lifestyle 
Choose from our three Data usage options according 
to your lifestyle – whether you’re a movie buff or 
gamer looking for faster downloads, a home business 
owner pushing emails at the speed of light, or you’d 
like to enjoy crystal clear video chats with distant 
family and friends. 

Get a better idea of what you need
Our consultants are waiting to help you. Simply 
send your name, area and contact details to: fibre@
vodacom.co.za or call 082 1904.

Revolutionise the way you live, work and play

Enjoy better reliability in a Vodacom Fibre 
connected home

Entertainment is better in a Vodacom Fibre 
connected home

Quality of life is better in a Vodacom Fibre 
connected home

Your options are better in a Vodacom Fibre 
connected home
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The Cable Guys.

Smart Living
As a generation with a digital voice far louder than that of 

our spoken voice, our need to be heard within the digital 

space is far greater than that of our parents. We require 

access to all forms of online communication quickly and 

efficiently. The security of our income and reputations depend 

on it. Fibre networks offer us an opportunity to access and 

share information at greater speed, with the potential of long-

term savings. However, on the 21st of January many of us 

returned to the office after lunch to discover we had limited 

or no internet access. No matter how many times we clicked, 

opened, rebooted and pulled the plug out of the wall, we 

could not connect.

Experts in the telecommunication arena let out a collective 

‘Oh,’ shortly followed by a collective four-letter word. The 

unlikely had happened, two of the five undersea internet 

cables that connect South Africa to the rest of the world had 

experienced outages simultaneously – an almost freakish 

coincidence.

Just after 14h00 SEACOM announced that they had multiple 

outages on an Egyptian terrestrial line; and then by 16h00 

West African Cable System (WACS) reported faults on their 

Cape Town to Europe cable. Although the problems where 

resolved within a few hours, this puts the spotlight on the 

infrastructure that connects us to the global village.

Currently we have five undersea cable companies that reach 

South African shores. 

Breakdown supplied by www.manypossibilities.net

SAT3/ SAFE : South Atlantic 3  and South Africa Far East.

A consortium made up by but not limited to Telkom group, France 

Telkom, AT&T, Nitel, TCI and VSNL. Until 2009 when SEACOM 

cable reach our shores,SAT3/ SAFE had the monopoly on the 

market. 

SEACOM  

Owned by Industrial Promotion Services, an arm of the Aga Khan 

Fund for Economic Development (Kenya – founded by Prince 

Karim Aga Khan IV of Pakistan) VenFin Limited, Herakles Telecom 

LLC (backed by Blackstone New York-based lead company) 

Convergence Partners, Shanduka Group.

EASSY

EASSy is 90% African-owned although that ownership is 

underwritten by a substantial investment by Development Financial 

Institutions (DFIs) including World Bank/IFC, EIB, AfDB, AFD, and 

KfW. South African investors include Telkom/Vodacom ($18.9 

million) , MTN ($40.3 million),  and Neotel (~$11 million).

WACS:  West African Cable System 

This cable travels up the West African coast to the UK. WACS 

is owned by: Telkom, Vodacom, MTN,Tata Communications 

(Neotel), Broadband Infraco, Cable & Wireless,Portugal 

Telecoms, Congo Telecoms (formerly Sotelco), Telecom 

Namibia, Togo Telecom, OCPT (Office Congolais des Postes et 

Telecommunications), Angola Telecom.

ACE: African Coast to Europe

 Consortium signatories: Baharicom Development Company

Cable Consortium of Liberia, Companhia Santomense de 

Telecomunicações, Côte d’Ivoire Telecom, Expresso Telecom 

Group, France Telecom, Gambia Telecommunications 

Company, International Mauritania Telecom, Office Congolais 

des Postes et Télécommunications, Orange Cameroun, Orange 

Guinée, Orange Mali, Orange Niger, PT Comunicações, 

Republic of Equatorial Guinea,Republic of Gabon,Sierra Leone 

Cable Company, Sonatel, Sotelgui.
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However, long before the undersea cables that carry our 

internet traffic at lightning speeds to America and Europe, in 

fact long before the internet was invented, undersea cables 

where being utilised for telegraphs, which would be tapped 

out by specially trained operators – a pretty good job in those 

days. In fact, interestingly, it’s only a few military personnel 

and the odd geeky enthusiast who can still either send or 

interpret Morse code other than the ubiquitous SOS. 

The first submarine line to connect Europe with South Africa, 

which ran via Aden and Zanzibar, was deployed in 1879, 

and ultimately extended to India, Australia and New Zealand. 

This single-channel cable was installed by British electrical 

engineer Charles Tilton Bright for the South African Telegraph 

company. The  cost to send one word was a staggering 8s 

6p. Using a trusty online resource the closest conversion I 

could find was  for 1879 to 2000, when the equivalent 

would be £175.95. At an average 2000 exchange rate 

that’s R2200.  

Ten years later in 1889, the first West Coast cable was 

installed via Ascension Island and St Helena to complement 

the eastern one.  Together they facilitated efficient (for the 

time) telecommunication to the Cape. And not much changed 

for almost 80 years.

By the second half of the 20th century, the telephone had 

superseded the telegraph as the instant communication of the 

day, and 1968 saw the installation of SAT-1. This undersea 

cable, which ran from Melkbosstrand to Portugal, and was 

manufactured by standard Telephone and Cable Limited, 

carried 360 telephone circuits. It was decommissioned in 

1993 after the successful installation of SAT-2 in 1992 – the 

first fibre optic cable connecting South Africa with the world. 

This was augmented by SAT-3, or SAFE, in 2002. Seven 

years later, Telkom got its first real competition when SEACOM 

installed its 17 000km fibre optic cable. This was followed 

in July 2010 by Eassy – Eastern African Submarine Cable 

System – in that links South Africa with Sudan, Mozambique, 

Madagascar, Comoros, Tanzania, Kenya, Somalia and 

Djibouti. The West African Cable System (WACS), which 

links us to the UK, was completed in May 2012. And by the 

end of that year, the very ambitious ACE – Africa Coast to 

Europe – was in operation. Running down the West Coast of 

Africa from France, this cable is the first to connect many West 

African countries, such as  Mauritania, Gambia, Guinea, 

Sierra Leone,  Sao Tome and Principe and Equatorial Guinea.

According to the experts, we now have sufficient cables for 

the foreseeable future. Hah! Famous last words. Thomas 

Watson, the chairman of IBM, said in 1949, ‘I think there is 

a world market for maybe five computers.’ And, as recently 

as 1977, Ken Olsen, the founder of Digital Equipment 

Corporations (which was later merged with Compaq) said, 

‘There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their 

home.’ So guess we will wait in trepidation.
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The telegraph changed forever the way people consumed 

information – probably because it changed how people sent 

information. Until then messages took days, weeks, even 

months. The sender could be dead days before the message 

was read. 

But it was in those days of slow communication that letter 

writing became an art. One’s penmanship spoke volumes 

about the kind of person you were, where you grew up and 

how much money your parents had. And grammar (did I just 

start a sentence with “and”) was rigid. I guess it had to be. If 

you were going to wait three months for a reply you’d better 

be sure you said exactly what you intended. So commas 

mattered.

But once the telegraph arrived, people could send messages 

across the world in mere hours. An unheard of  speed, and 

I’m sure for some, unbeliveable, because we could  now 

communicate quickly , speed became more important than 

style and accuracy. After all, you could always just correct 

any misinterpretation an hour or two later – hopefully before 

someone had annihilated the wrong village. 

Before the telegraph newspaper stories were works of art. 

The writer would set the scene, slowly introduce the main 

characters and carefully analyse the way the story developed. 

And then, in a final climactic paragraph, bring it all together. 

Very satisfying, but not if the editor was paying by the 

word, and the telegraph may go down halfway through the 

transmission. Reporters created a new style of writing, a mix 

between shorthand and SOS, called “Telegraphic Reporting”. 

Sentences where broken down to mere letters and letters would 

be joined together to trick the telegraph and reduce the costs. 

On the other side of the line, the story had to be interpretted 

and rewritten. Stories where no longer drawn out but rather 

the first paragraph had to have the where, when who and 

what. How and why could follow. All the essential information 

was given up front and each succeeding paragraph was of 

lesser importance. It was called an inverted pyramid, and it 

is still the style used by canny PROs because that way, if an 

editor decides to use a piece but needs to cut it, it’s easy – just 

prune it from the bottom. 

Telegraphic reporting  might have gone out of style with 

the  introduction of  more cost efficient technologies like 

telephones and later faxes and other new-fangled gadgets.  

However with the introduction of mobile phones and the cost 

for mobile calls, it once again became more cost efficient 

to communicate via short message service (SMS), this system 

was orginally limited to 160 characters and some carriers 

charged per character. Textors, like their earlier telegraph 

operaters needed to communicate using the least amount of 

letters, and a new langage was born.

Nowdays with more than 1 billion people or every 1 in 7 

using WhatsApp to communicate, our written and spoken 

language has evolved, which leads me back to my orginal 

question; Do we shape technology or does technology 

shape us?

 

Do we shape technology or 
does technology shape us?



FIBRE TO THE HOME
Fibre to the home is confusing 
residents of Lifestyle estates like 
with any other resident, as well as 
the HOA, Trustees, and Board of 
Directors. Is this true?
Absolutely!

Every one is flaunting fibre-to-the-home as the next big thing, 
and that everyone needs it. Bottom line is, no one really knows 
what it means to them, and why they should get it. The truth is 
that we all do need it, but it would help if we understood why, and 
not simply because it is the next great thing. 
Our telecommunications industry today is deregulated and there 
are hundreds of companies that are able to install fibre networks, 
and obviously, every company will tell you they are better than 
the next. 
Apart from the above, there are different architectures, methods 
and types of fibre and different ways is used by different 
suppliers, and again, which one should be chosen? In the past, 
we were able to assume there were Telkom cables in the ground, 
and we could simply apply for a phone line.

.

The answer
Before we consider the myriad of solutions proposed to us as 
estates, office parks and property developers, we need to understand 
the need we are responding to, and that unfortunately, takes a little 
more effort, but will make the decision on the fibre solution chosen, 
a lot easier.
In order to select the right solution for clients, residents or users, we 
need to understand the demographics of the various users we are 
serving. Every estate offers different unique offerings to it’s 
target market, which is typically aimed at a particular end-client. 
Golf estates are built for golfers, and therefore we need to 
understand the requirements for the people that typically plays golf 
seriously enough to decide on a home in a golf estate.
A proper understanding of the people you are looking to satisfy 
is an absolute requirement prior to selecting the easiest options 
and the cheapest route to fibre. This route unfortunately doesn’t 
exist.Analysis of the demographics of each community, and the 
requirements for the community as such, not only its members, is 
what is disregarded.
The community like the HOA, Golf club, hotel etc. can derive much 
more value from the fibre implementation, and this exact 
requirements is what needs to be understood when selecting the 
best solution.

Fibre-to-the-home is much more than conventional copper 
and the services available are vastly more than in the past.

What we should try to prevent, is that we dream up the perfect 
solution, but to a non-existing problem. This will bite us 
every single time, because the services critical to our clients, 
residents or users, will be the ones we did not consider. Fibre 
is not about faster Internet connectivity; it is much more.

So fibre is the answer, but to what 
question?

So what is it?

But Why?

And the point is?

DEMISTIFYING

About us
In Touch 24/7 (Pty) Ltd are a dedicated provider of services, and not 
infrastructure. We have designed a suite of services based on the 
requirements of the majority of users in the economy today, the func-
tionality they require, and the services that is important to everyone, 
and offer these services across any approved and reliable network.
We provide estates and any client with the services required to un-
derstand the demographics of their environment, and independently 
assist in the choosing of the correct solutions.
In Touch 24/7 (Pty) Ltd can be contacted at https://www.intouch247.
co.za, or send an email to service@intouch247.co.za. Our contact 

details and information is on our home page

Fibre optic refers to the medium and technology associated 
with the transmission of information as light impulses along a 
glass or plastic wire or fibre, as opposed to electrical pulses 
in the case of copper. Fibre optic wire carries much more 
information than conventional copper wire and is far less 
subject to electromagnetic interference.
Transmission on fibre optic wire requires repeating at 
distance intervals. The glass fibre requires more protection 
within an outer cable than copper. For these reasons and 
because the installation of any new wiring is labour-intensive, 
few communities yet have fibre optic wires or cables.
Thus, fibre optic cables have a lot more bandwidth available 
than conventional metal wires, and all information is 
transmitted digitally, and not analogically. 
Fibre cables are also a lot thinner than the conventional 
cables we used for data transmission. 
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�     ’s solutions for residential estates provide 
customers with a myriad of services that enable a 
future-proof connected lifestyle. These services 
include a wide array of voice, data, security, content 
(TV signal distribution) and broadband packages, 
underpinned by the latest light-speed fi bre 
broadband technology.

The benefi ts
• Cost reduction with a single fi bre network
   for all services, including security, voice, data 
   and video.
• Flexible solutions and models based on the
   communities’ specifi c requirements.
• Improved management and control through utility
   metering and reporting services.
• Reduced administration and communication costs
  through multiple communication options.
• Reduced administration and improved effi ciency
   through the appointment of a single service 
  aggregator managing vendors, suppliers and
   contractors (service-level agreements).
• Improved property valuations due to the 
   future-proof fi bre network and high-speed 
   internet access.

Why �     ?
• �      has installed and maintained fi xed-network
   infrastructure for more than 70 years and has 
   extensive experience, a national footprint and
   capacity to manage and support the solutions. 

• �      has classifi ed all communities as business
   customers that will be supported by dedicated    
  account managers, service delivery managers and 
   a service desk. 
• Solutions can be customised based on specifi c
   requirements and underpinned by service-level    
   agreements.  
• Value-added services include security solutions
  (CCTV, access control, visitor management,    
  perimeter security, control centres), TV signal  
  distribution, digital communication and advertising, 
  utility metering, IT services, internal communication 
  and alternative power solutions.
• �      will provide the network infrastructure and 
  connect all residents and businesses within the
  community. Customers can elect their preferred
  service provider.  
• Various voice, broadband and ISP bundles are 
  available ranging from 2Mbps to 100Mbps. As a
  collective, communities will be offered term and
  volume discounts.
  
Tomorrow Starts Today!

For additional information or to request a meeting, 
contact us on: 

Tel: 012 311 3563
Email: talk2us@telkom.co.za
Click: https://secure.telkom.co.za/today/shop/
futurehood-communities/

�      creates future 
communities today!
Get connected to �     ’s future-proof network and
value-added services. Be part of the connected world 
and increase the attractiveness of your property.

4
3

3
7

0

To meet or for details email talk2us@telkom.co.za

It’s time for your 
community to start 
living life at Boltspeed.
�      tailor-makes fi bre broadband solutions that turn 
any gated community into a FutureHood. Sign up your 
estate and we’ll give every home a free trial to experience 
the internet at light speed.

Gated-community broadband 
100Mbps, 100GB
Free 2-month promotional trial

100Mbps Tailored
Solutions

INCLUDES:

Fibre

100GB
Data

Promo Ts&Cs apply and can be requested from talk2us@telkom.co.za

It’s time for your 
community to start 
living life at Boltspeed.
�      tailor-makes fi bre broadband solutions that turn 
any gated community into a FutureHood. Sign up your 
estate and we’ll give every home a free trial to experience 
the internet at light speed.

Gated-community broadband 

Free 2-month promotional trial

Tailored
Solutions

Fibre

43370 Telkom Bolt Speed DPS_297x420 rev5.indd   1 2015/12/17   9:57 AM
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�     ’s solutions for residential estates provide 
customers with a myriad of services that enable a 
future-proof connected lifestyle. These services 
include a wide array of voice, data, security, content 
(TV signal distribution) and broadband packages, 
underpinned by the latest light-speed fi bre 
broadband technology.

The benefi ts
• Cost reduction with a single fi bre network
   for all services, including security, voice, data 
   and video.
• Flexible solutions and models based on the
   communities’ specifi c requirements.
• Improved management and control through utility
   metering and reporting services.
• Reduced administration and communication costs
  through multiple communication options.
• Reduced administration and improved effi ciency
   through the appointment of a single service 
  aggregator managing vendors, suppliers and
   contractors (service-level agreements).
• Improved property valuations due to the 
   future-proof fi bre network and high-speed 
   internet access.

Why �     ?
• �      has installed and maintained fi xed-network
   infrastructure for more than 70 years and has 
   extensive experience, a national footprint and
   capacity to manage and support the solutions. 

• �      has classifi ed all communities as business
   customers that will be supported by dedicated    
  account managers, service delivery managers and 
   a service desk. 
• Solutions can be customised based on specifi c
   requirements and underpinned by service-level    
   agreements.  
• Value-added services include security solutions
  (CCTV, access control, visitor management,    
  perimeter security, control centres), TV signal  
  distribution, digital communication and advertising, 
  utility metering, IT services, internal communication 
  and alternative power solutions.
• �      will provide the network infrastructure and 
  connect all residents and businesses within the
  community. Customers can elect their preferred
  service provider.  
• Various voice, broadband and ISP bundles are 
  available ranging from 2Mbps to 100Mbps. As a
  collective, communities will be offered term and
  volume discounts.
  
Tomorrow Starts Today!

For additional information or to request a meeting, 
contact us on: 

Tel: 012 311 3563
Email: talk2us@telkom.co.za
Click: https://secure.telkom.co.za/today/shop/
futurehood-communities/

�      creates future 
communities today!
Get connected to �     ’s future-proof network and
value-added services. Be part of the connected world 
and increase the attractiveness of your property.

4
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To meet or for details email talk2us@telkom.co.za

It’s time for your 
community to start 
living life at Boltspeed.
�      tailor-makes fi bre broadband solutions that turn 
any gated community into a FutureHood. Sign up your 
estate and we’ll give every home a free trial to experience 
the internet at light speed.

Gated-community broadband 
100Mbps, 100GB
Free 2-month promotional trial

100Mbps Tailored
Solutions

INCLUDES:

Fibre

100GB
Data

Promo Ts&Cs apply and can be requested from talk2us@telkom.co.za

It’s time for your 
community to start 
living life at Boltspeed.
�      tailor-makes fi bre broadband solutions that turn 
any gated community into a FutureHood. Sign up your 
estate and we’ll give every home a free trial to experience 
the internet at light speed.

Gated-community broadband 

Free 2-month promotional trial

Tailored
Solutions

Fibre

43370 Telkom Bolt Speed DPS_297x420 rev5.indd   1 2015/12/17   9:57 AM
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Water Restrictions 
are here!

Are you losing your garden investment?

sales@ddgroup.co.za   
tel: 011 708 7878
cel: 082 809 5822
sales@ddgroup.co.za
www.distinctivedesigns.co.za 

We have various water backup 
solutions. Give us a call for a 

customised systems for your home.

We have various water backup 
solutions. Give us a call for a 

customised systems for your home.



Nearly every country in the world faces an ongoing challenge 

to produce sufficient clean and alternative power – and 

South Africa is no different. Fossil fuel power stations are a 

major contributor to pollution and global warming and are 

costly too, with the Medupi Coal Power Station in Limpopo 

expected to cost around R 1.28 million to build. 

Whilst South Africa might not be experiencing an imminent 

energy crisis at present, according to Dr Marco Lotz, a 

sustainability, carbon and resource specialist at Nedbank, 

the generation of electricity and the distribution of electricity 

in South Africa will remain under severe pressure for a few 

years to come. “The current lack of economic growth in South 

Africa is one reason why we can currently keep the lights on, 

but we will run into electricity shortages again the moment 

that economic growth picks up and a shortage of electricity 

will then reduce the potential growth again,” explains Dr Lotz. 

Ongoing investment in the production of clean power is 

essential. Since Round 1 of the Renewable Energy Independent 

Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP) in 2013, 

which has put South Africa well ahead of countries on the 

continent and amongst the leading in the world for installed 

renewable power, the cost of energy per kWh has reduced to 

below 80 cents for wind and solar, which is now deemed the 

most cost-effective source of alternative power in our country.  

Solar power 
“There is 1800MW of renewable energy already feeding the 

grid as of June 2015, and a further 7000MW of renewable 

power is already approved by the Department of Energy”, 

explains Colin Muller, the co-founder and CEO of PiA Solar. 

The country has been entrusted with some 400MW of solar 

installations to the utility size solar farms in the Northern 

Cape in 2012, of which 260MW is on their South African-

designed and manufactured structures.

“Approximately 15 000 tons of steel has been used in 

our construction so far, and we recently reached a major 

company milestone being the first African-based company to 

fit one million solar panels,” says Muller. 

It was fitted at SCDA3, a 90MWp Solar Capital solar farm, 

located just outside De Aar in the Northern Cape, and they 

also set an industry record of installing 11 004 solar panels 

on the Solar Capital site in one day, which will generate 

enough solar energy to power 920 three-bedroom homes. 

The vision for Muller and his team is to eventually see 

solar panels with storage on every rooftop in South Africa, 

supplying the grid on demand and boosting income for the 

homeowner or business, who can expect an investment in 

five to eight years, after which the power is free, as well as 

providing employment opportunities to local communities.  

The South African wine industry is doing its bit to create a 

sustainable future for the industry with the biggest solar 

power project being commissioned by DGB at their bottling 

plant in Wellington – the country’s largest independent 

drinks company behind wine brands, including Boschendal, 

Douglas Green, Bellingham, Brampton, Franschhoek Cellars 

and Tall Horse. The joint venture with engineering specialists 

Terra Firma Solutions, who will conduct the installation, will 

create a groundbreaking 800kWh solar project providing 

essential renewable energy to the Western Cape’s wine and 

agriculture sector, and is set to conclude in March 2016. 

Alternative energy solutions 
LANDSCAPING
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Wind power
On its own, solar technology is still very much in a state 

of development and, whilst the efficiencies and reliability 

continue to improve, complemented with wind power, the 

two energy solutions can be extremely effective. “The wind 

is always blowing somewhere in the country, and during the 

day the sun is shining somewhere in the country too,” says 

Muller. 

The Development Bank of Southern Africa has committed 

approximately R 11 billion into Independent Power Producers 

(IPP) programmes over the past three years, resulting in an 

estimated energy production of 1 450 megawatts. As Lucy 

Chege, general manager of Infrastructure Finance at DBSA 

explains, 11 projects are already underway, with another 

seven due to come on stream very soon. 

“One of the most successful interventions to date is a R3 billion 

wind farm near Jeffrey’s Bay, which came on stream in May 

2014, just three years after being commissioned,” says Chege. 

Spread over 3 700 hectares of land, the farm can generate up 

to 138MW of electricity when all 60 turbines are operating 

at full speed – enough to power 100 000 homes. 

Hydropower 
Dr Lotz warns that, in the not too distant future, South Africa 

may have water load shedding thanks mainly to increasing 

drought and aging infrastructure. “In such a scenario, it could 

be possible that not all the water consumption needs of 

everyone connected to water infrastructure will be satisfied at 

all times,” he explains. 

In countries like America, hydropower accounts for 

approximately 6% of total electricity generation. However, 

with South Africa’s lack of constant rainfall and insufficient 

flow of perennial rivers, there is not much possibility for 

plentiful power generation via water. That said, the concern 

around water shortages is a global one and immediate steps 

need to be taken to conserve the limited amounts that we 

do have. Access to safe drinking water is a major concern, 

with companies and homeowners beginning to take simple 

precautionary steps. By adding two drops per litre of water 

purifier Puresan Pure Drop at the point of use, water-borne 

diseases are targeted and removed, allowing dirty river or 

borehole water to be purified and made safe for human 

consumption. The pioneering result is the elimination of 

gastro intestinal effects of poor drinking water and there is 

no unpleasant smell or taste, unlike when using the chlorine 

and bromine tablets that are available, assures John Penrose, 

director of African Water Solution.

“The product includes a saturated complex ionic solution 

of copper, silver, zinc and nanometre particle technology, 

which destroys all algae and bacteria in water by changing 

their enzyme processes, and complex ions break down 

the DNA structures and cell walls. Once all these charged 

particles coagulate, they can be filtered out or left to settle to 

the bottom of the container,” explains Penrose. 

The easy-to-transport 30ml drop dispenser bottles are 

available for R 129 at general retail outlets, conform to World 

Health Organization, EPA and SAN241 standards for human 

consumption and are able to treat up to 450 litres of water, 

making it ideal for families and industries like fruit growers.  

Another company looking to an innovative solution is Saint-

Gobain, which is committed to reducing its share of water 

consumption and waste generation in the construction industry 

in order to help decrease carbon emissions and environmental 

degradation. The company is the first local manufacturer to 

complete a unique critical Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) on their 

products to measure the environmental impact of a product in 

every stage of its life – from raw material through five stages 

to the end of its life cycle, and their drywall systems use 87% 

less water than the brick and mortar method. They are lighter 

than a double skin brick wall, so less material needs to be 

used in the foundations; transport costs are thus reduced and 

very little water is required for plastering drywalls (800ml per 

square metre).

Contacts:

Dr Marco Lotz : Preshan Segars, preshan.segers@epicmslgroup.com 

Colin Muller : Ed Richardson, edrich@siyathetha.com     

SA Wine Industry: Jeanri-tine van Zyl, jeanritine@feedthatbird.com        

Lucy Chege: Lerato Maleswena, lerato.maleswena@fleishman.co.za       

John Penrose: Lauren Cohen, Lauren@corporateimage.co.za    

Saint Gobain: Nikki Sherman, nikki@angeramsay.com    
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Dr Marco Lotz : Preshan Segars, preshan.segers@epicmslgroup.com 

Colin Muller : Ed Richardson, edrich@siyathetha.com     

SA Wine Industry: Jeanri-tine van Zyl, jeanritine@feedthatbird.com        

Lucy Chege: Lerato Maleswena, lerato.maleswena@fleishman.co.za       

John Penrose: Lauren Cohen, Lauren@corporateimage.co.za    

Saint Gobain: Nikki Sherman, nikki@angeramsay.com    
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Since 1990, Private Client Holdings has been assisting families define and implement strategies for managing their wealth. 
We take on the tasks associated with a traditional family office including; investment and portfolio management, tax and 
administrative services, estate and succession planning – ensuring that the family wealth successfully grows from generation 
to generation. 

So if you’re looking for independent advice from a team of men and women who offer the personal touch of a family member 
plus the independent thinking of a wealth manager, speak to us about how best you can preserve wealth and create a lasting 
family legacy.

Tel: +27 21 671 1220  |  info@privateclient.co.za  |  www.privateclient.co.za

 
 



Investment Savvy

It’s at times like these, when 
financial markets are shifting 
and investors are nervous, 
that the shrewd investor 
realises the true value of a 
professional financial planner 
who keeps you on course to 
meet your investment goals. 

Mark MacSymon, a wealth manager at Private Client 

Holdings says that a well-constructed financial plan based 

on long-term objectives will take market volatility into account. 

Fluctuating income for pensioners 
Volatile markets are particularly tough for retirees who are 

drawing an income from their investments, but, even in this 

situation, a solid plan should see you through.

“The reality is that many people drawing an income from 

a living annuity or from discretionary assets are, in fact, 

drawing down on capital. These certainly are worrying 

times for pensioners, as income-producing assets continue 

to deliver very little, if not any real after-tax returns. The 

dreary performance of local equities which have, on 

average, contributed negatively to portfolio performance 

this year, will have resulted in fluctuating incomes for 

pensioners drawing a fixed percentage from a living 

annuity,” says MacSymon.

Don’t put your head in the sand
“It is important that those who are struggling financially revisit 

their budgets and make certain that the level of income 

being drawn from their investments can last over the planned 

retirement period.  If necessary, draw on the expertise and 

guidance of a certified financial planner, who will construct 

a forward-looking cash flow exercise that will guide your 

spending habits.” 

Surviving volatility with a good fund manager
According to MacSymon, who was a runner up in this year’s 

Financial Planner of the Year Awards, is a member of the 

FPI, and holds the highly regarded international Certified 

Financial Planner accreditation, one of the qualities of a good 

fund manager is the ability to apply a consistent investment 

framework over full market cycles, but also being mindful that 

the fundamental drivers of economies change over time. A 

good example is the change in the United States technology 

sector.

“In 1990, the US technology sector was dominated by a 

handful of companies, with Apple accounting for 3.8 percent 

of the top 100 firms in the sector by market value. At the 

same time, IBM weighed in at a whopping 49.2% of the tech 

sector. Now, 25 years on, the picture looks vastly different. 

Apple, now the biggest company in the world by market 

capitalisation accounts for 19.6% of the sector and IBM a 

more benign 4.4%. Facebook and Google now account 

for more than 13.5% of the sector, but they were both non-

existent 25 years ago.” 

Volatility and drawing a retirement income
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MacSymon says that a good fund manager is one that has 

vision and acknowledges that just because a company is 

cheap, it doesn’t mean that it is a good investment. “In 

addition, if the portfolio is positioned to perform on the 

basis of a very narrow or very particular global economic 

outcome, such a view is both arrogant and overtly risky. I 

am not saying that it’s bad to have conviction on a particular 

outcome, but, in my view, it is reasonable to position a 

portfolio that balances the likelihood of a set of possible 

economic outcomes.”

“Take Steve Romick, now award-winning US contrarian 

value manager of the Nedgroup Investment Global Flexible 

Fund, among others, whose fund was 59% behind the 

market in 1998 and lost 85% of his investors. Although 

the fund subsequently outperformed the market by 84%, he 

learned and adapted his value strategy to perform well over 

full market cycles, saying, that he’d rather perform well over 

time rather than for just a moment in time.” 

Looking ahead
“In this type of market it is easy to be blinded by all the 

sentiment and short-term volatility prevalent in the system. This 

has the potential to dissuade you from pursuing relatively 

attractive long term investment opportunities. Thus, contrary 

to current consensus, you wouldn’t have to search too long 

and hard to find some good investment opportunities – you 

just have to take a more rational view,” says MacSymon.

Diversification is essential
“The underwhelming performance that has characterised the 

local market did not come as a surprise.  “The diversification 

of investments is essential to such a good wealth management 

strategy. Those who are seeing their portfolios producing 

lower returns or losing value should consider whether or 

not their investments are appropriately diversified, both 

locally and abroad. Concentrated asset class exposures, 

lack of diversification and poor investment planning are key 

ingredients that give rise to panic and drive speculation on 

market movements.”

 

  “Looking ahead
In this type of market
  it is easy to be blinded 
  by all the sentiment 
     and short-term 
   volatility” 
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  “Looking ahead
In this type of market
  it is easy to be blinded 
  by all the sentiment 
     and short-term 
   volatility” 



The word ‘journey’ has been used to describe almost every 

action from good meals (the food journey) to job résumés (the 

work journey) to life experiences (the journey is the destination). 

Educationalists have not lagged behind, and many talk about 

the ‘educational journey’ that a child embarks on when he or 

she first toddles into a classroom.

However, the depth of knowledge and breadth of experience of any 

journey is greatly enhanced by two things: preparation and attitude. 

It goes without saying that parents’ attitudes towards education will 

rub off on their children. The other thing to remember about any 

journey is that the responsibility rests on each person embarking on 

the voyage.

Inspire, not terrify

The parent’s attitude should inspire rather than terrify. (We all know 

the dangers of the alpha male screaming instructions from the side 

of the playing field.) It should instil in the child a willingness to take 

responsibility for his or her role during the journey. That’s where the 

preparation comes in.

Some years ago, the US Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) filmed 

a documentary – The Principal Story – about two public school 

principals in the mid-west state of Illinois. One of the educationalists 

who contributed to the background information on the show was 

Dalton Miller-Jones, professor emeritus of developmental psychology 

at Portland State University.

Miller-Jones believes that a crucial part of the preparation begins 

with simply observing how your child learns. Is he or she talkative or 

reserved? What is he/she interested in and how does he/she find 

out about his/her interests? Through this, you will enable your child 

to show you how he or she likes to learn. In a report on the PBS 

website, Miller-Jones advocates keeping ‘children in charge of their 

learning and [becoming] responsible for it’. 

“We want them to be responsible for their successes and failures, 

show them how engaging learning is, and that the motivations for 

learning should be in the child’s intrinsic interests, not an external 

reward,” he says.

Encouraging rather than coercing

As your child enters Matric, the preparation and attitude needs 

to be even more focussed. (If it was not there from the early 

days, however, cramming now will have a limited success.) 

Encouragement means more than saying ‘I’m glad to see you’re 

studying so hard’. It means becoming involved in what they 

are learning and relating it not only to their life, but also to 

the global experience. If they are studying geography, ask 

questions about global warming and climate change, and let 

them provide the answers. This will instil an attitude towards 

learning that does not revolve around only scoring high on 

exam questions.

Parents should create a strong relationship with the people who 

teach their children. In the early years of school, this is often 

much easier, but, as the child approaches his or her senior 

years and heads for the Matric exam, this may become more 

tricky. (Not least of which is adolescents’ view that all parents 

are basically just there to be tolerated.) Keep in mind too that, 

as a parent, you are ‘competing’ for the teacher’s attention with 

the parents of possibly 20 or more other children in the class.

Conversation, not interrogation

No learner will like every teacher – life is not like that. It is 

important that parents acknowledge this, mainly by allowing 

their children to develop their own relationships with teachers. 

Only then will it be possible to create an ongoing three-way 

partnership that will lead to better being able to help your child 

on his or her journey.

Curriculum
Education – a habit of mind and preparation
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Most people can relate to the story of the son whose father 

wanted him to be a chartered accountant. He was encouraged 

to do extra maths courses, and eventually obtained high 

marks in Matric and went on to start a bachelor of commerce 

(accounting). However, what he really wanted to do was study 

film, and eventually he left and went to work on a film crew and 

studied filmmaking part-time. The point of this story is that we 

also know the teacher who later on, when told about the boy’s 

career change, said, “I always knew he would be successful in 

the arts.” Often, a teacher will have a different insight into your 

child’s educational strengths and an even better idea of what 

career he or she wants to pursue. Too many parents approach 

this crucial Matric year as a time to interrogate the teacher 

about their children’s future. This is the time to be having three-

way conversation and collaborating. 

Collaboration

Collaboration epitomises Curro’s belief that the school is a 

community that is not confined within the classroom walls. “We 

expect our learners’ parents to take an active interest, not just 

in the administration of the school, but in how and what we 

are teaching.”

The Curro Centre for Educational Excellence (CCEE) constantly 

seeks to improve our methodology and implement interventions 

that improve the learning journey. Increasingly, the learners 

themselves are being recognised for greater contributions they 

make to the success of their journey.

Curro expects to inculcate in our learners the necessary EQ, 

social skills, knowledge and experience that will enable them 

to work and play together. It would be amiss if that same 

approach to working together and assuming responsibility was 

not used in our dealings with the parents. 

Habit of mind

While it may be difficult during the Matric year to think of 

anything other than exam results, the prevailing attitude – the 

habit of mind – towards learning should be to make your child’s 

journey worthwhile, to embrace his or her responsibilities and 

to be inspired to do his or her best.

Martha Nussbaum, the Ernst Freund Distinguished Service 

Professor of Law and Ethics at the University of Chicago, said 

it best. “Through primary and secondary education, young 

citizens form, at a crucial age, habits of mind that will be with 

them all through their lives. They learn to ask questions or not 

to ask them; to take what they hear at face value or to probe 

more deeply; to imagine the situation of a person different from 

themselves or to see a new person as a mere threat to the 

success of their own projects; to think of themselves as members 

of a homogeneous group or as members of a nation, and a 

world, made up of many people and groups, all of whom 

deserve respect and understanding.”

If this attitude prevails and the 
preparations are adhered to, 
Matric (or any year in school) 
should be a wonderful journey for all.

 

Curriculum
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For more information or alternative Celebrity Cruise sailings, please contact:
 

Chrissa Karanastasis (of Cruise Corner*), your dedicated, personal Luxury Cruise Expert on all Cruise Lines at:
 082-492-8195 or chrissa@cruisecorner.co.za

*Cruise Corner is the Cruise Specialists at XL Sandown Travel, Sandton City

Prices are per person, cruise only, for stateroom category 08, select sailings and based on double occupancy. Offer is capacity controlled, availability dependent, based on sailing 
and eligible staterooms. Offer can be withdrawn without prior notice. Offer applies to 4-night and longer cruises that depart Oct. 2015 – Apr. 2017. Offer excludes Celebrity 
Xpedition®, Transatlantic, Transpacific, repositioning, Asia, and South America repositioning cruises. Offer provides each of the first two guests in an ocean view and above 
stateroom booking with a complimentary Go Big option, which includes guest’s choice of a Classic Beverage Package, Unlimited Internet Package, $150 per person onboard 
credit (“OBC”), or Prepaid Gratuities. For an additional charge, select the Go Better option and receive a choice of two amenities or the Go Best option and receive all four 
amenities plus an upgrade to the Premium Beverage Package. Charge varies by option and cruise nights.

   7 Night Eastern Med Cruise 
   – Celebrity Equinox 
Ports of Call : Istanbul, Turkey; Mykonos, Greece; Mykonos, 
Greece; Valletta, Malta; Valletta, Malta; Catania, Sicily, Italy; 
Amalfi Coast (Salerno), Italy; Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy

Departure Date : 18 June 2016

Oceanview stateroom fares 
starting from $1 487 pp sharing 
including taxes, fees & gratuities 

   11 Night Eastern Med Cruise 
    – Celebrity Reflection 

Ports of Call : Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy; At Sea; Santorini, 
Greece; Athens (Piraeus), Greece; Athens (Piraeus), Greece; 
Mykonos, Greece; Kusadasi (Ephesus), Turkey; Bodrum, 
Turkey; Chania (Souda), Crete, Greece; At Sea; Naples, Italy; 
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy

Departure Date : 18 July 2016

Veranda stateroom fares 
starting from $ 2 100 pp sharing 
taxes, fees & gratuities

EXCLUSIVE TO

CONSECUTIVE
YEARS

5
Travel Weekly’s 12th Annual
Readers’ Choice Awards 

2014 Best Cruise
Line in Europe

Worldwide cruising to 
the Mediterranean & Northern 
Europe, Caribbean, Alaska, 
Middle East, Asia, Australia & 
New Zealand, South America, 
Canada & New England, 
Galapagos Islands and 
many more…

THE PERKS

• Classic Beverage Package  
• Unlimited Internet 
• Prepaid Gratuities 
•  $150 Onboard Spending Money

One Perk
is already included.
Just pick and go!

Perk up 
and pic two!

Want them all? Get then all,
plus get a Premium Beverage

Package upgrade.

What’s included?
Accommodation 
Award Winning Cuisine 
Lawn Club & Pools *(Lawn club subject to ship class)
Fitness Centre 
Entertainment
Children’s Clubs 
Fitness Classes *(Charges may apply to some classes)

You finally have time to relax. To indulge your passions. To do as much as you want, or a little as you like. 
Getting you right up close to mother nature’s best work, and history’s most iconic must see landmarks - no 
matter what you want to get out of your vacation, a Celebrity cruise can help you achieve it. 

Because we believe every moment of your holiday should be measured by just how far it takes you from the ordinary, we stay ahead of 
the crowd and ensure that from light and airy spaces with exceptional attention to detail, to half an acre of real grass lawn in the middle 
of the ocean, we fill every day with as much excitement (or relaxation) as you choose. Onboard we’ll spoil you with award winning 
cuisine, impeccable service, accommodation that’s a cut above the rest, along with an unrivalled range of fun-filled and inspired 
activities that will captivate all of your senses, all of the time! Our alliances with some of the world’s most famous brands bring you 
uniquely unordinary experiences that are equal parts of fun, enlightening and exhilarating. Like a Riedel Crystal wine tasting to see which 
shape of glass best suits and local wines, or expert guest speakers who vividly bring life to the cultures you encounter between ports – 
a celebrity cruise makes for a holiday that surrounds you and never limits you.

A Celebrity Cruise recharges the entire family!

Because we know Happy Children = Happy parents, we’ve got an array 
of activities that children can choose from! From sports courts and 
putting greens, creative arts, movies, treasure hunts and games, cooking 
classes to teen only late night dances – a Celebrity Cruises offers all kinds 
of opportunities for families to do things you never quite find time to enjoy 
at home, whilst giving children plenty of “me time” too.

No one delivers the world 
more beautifully!
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Most people, at the age of 50, are treading cautiously 

along the path to retirement, keeping their heads downs, and 

husbanding their resources, with the only wind they feel in their 

hair created by the pendulum motion of a slowly descending 

sword of Damocles. 

Henry Gold is not one such person. As a co-founder of the 

Canadian NGO Canadian Physicians for Aid and Relief, he 

has travelled extensively throughout Africa. While his intention 

was to help others, it was on one of these trips that Henry’s life 

changed forever. He came across a group of Russian Olympic 

cyclists doing altitude training in Ethiopia, and he had a little 

spark of an idea that grew into an obsession, and ultimately 

became TDA Global Cycling. This Toronto-based company is 

the leader in global bicycle expeditions offering various routes 

over seven continents through 60 counties.

But it all started with the Cairo to Cape Town Tour d’Afrique. 

From the foot of Egypt’s great pyramids the 12 000-km tour 

follows a sinuous route through the desertscapes of the Sudan, 

along mountainous rocky roads in Ethiopia and Kenya, across 

Tanzania’s wide open savannah, along the shore of Lake 

Malawi and  the coast of Mozambique, through Zimbabwe 

and Botswana, and into South Africa, ending in the mother city 

with Table Mountain as a backdrop. In recent years this route 

has changed slightly. After leaving Malawi, the team heads 

slightly west through Zambia, Botswana and Namibia, before 

crossing into South Africa.

An expedition of this magnitude takes extensive and detailed 

preparation. Henry explains how, at the beginning, he could 

find no evidence of anyone having ever cycled the whole of 

the iconic Cape to Cairo route in either direction, so they had 

to plan everything from scratch – from the routes and distances 

to how to obtain and transport food and water. Fortunately, he 

knew some of the areas quite well from his NGO work, but 

there were still many stretches he had not seen at all – and there 

was almost no information available. And, even where there 

was information, it wasn’t particularly encouraging. 

Much of the road in northern Sudan was not really what you’d 

consider road at all - just dirt tracks that degenerate into sand. 

Henry recounts how one participant described the road in 

Northern Kenya as being like riding in the middle of railroad 

track over gravel for hundreds of kilometres. And there were 

some parts of Egypt and Kenya where only convoys with armed 

escorts were allowed. So they had to get permission – first to 

cycle at all, and then to cycle as individuals at varying paces 

rather than in a group. ‘Another big question, Henry says, ‘was 

could we cover the distance in the time allocated and with 

the supplies available? Food was sparse and so was water. 

However, my experience in these countries was our great 

advantage. I knew what I needed to do, who to contact and 

how to go about getting these permits. I was also comfortable 

being in these countries in spite of the negative press they 

received. So you could say that, without me having spent a 

decade working in Africa, it is unlikely that the Tour d’Afrique 

would have happened.’ 
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Zambia
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South Africa
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Cape town
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Botswana

Eat, 
Drink, 
Travel

‘We see amazing places. We eat amazing food. 
We get to understand parts  of the world we may not have otherwise known of.’ 
Henry Gold CEO of Tour d’Afrique
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Taking into account the many different challenges and 

constraints, it was decided the tour would involve riding 

distances of – on average – 125km a day, with every fifth day 

designated for R&R and an opportunity for some sightseeing. A 

backup vehicle would carry all the gear, head off to replenish 

supplies, and be available in case of emergency. Most cyclists 

would ride for the experience, but a small percentage would 

do it as a race. 

Of the 33 riders who left Cairo in January 2003, nine crossed 

the finish line that May in Cape Town, ending their 119-day 

journey, and setting a new record for world’s longest bicycle 

race, and the fastest human-powered crossing of Africa. The 

completion of the inaugural expedition put the Tour d’Afrique 

on the map, and the experiences shared by the riders put it 

onto the wish lists of adventurers across the world.

And quite a few of those adventurous souls have been South 

Africans. After all, you need a sense of adventure and nerves 

of steel to dodge taxis in Joburg traffic! Along with all the 

recreational participants, we also have a South African winner 

– Allan Benn, who participated in 2009 on his way back to 

SA after 11 years in the UK. We was fortunate to chat to him 

and hear first hand about his journey.

What made you decide to participate in an event described as 

the longest bicycle race and expedition in the world?

Cycling is a wonderful way of seeing the world, and Africa is 

a wonderful place.  My cousin and I had chatted idly about 

riding through Africa, but joining a group of other riders seemed 

like the best way to go about it. There are no cycling-related 

criteria – just sign up and pay the fee. Most people join for the 

expedition and ignore the race, and I think that’s the right way 

for most people to do it.

Please describe your training schedule leading up to the event?

You do need to have a basic level of fitness, and you must be 

healthy, but I’m not a cyclist.  At high school I found out that 

I can run, and that continued through university. I have done 

umpteen Argus Cycle Tours for fun, and a few cycling holidays 

with friends. I have a light build so am suited to endurance 

events. I’d just attained my black belt in Taekwondo, and done 

a few triathlons so I had a very good base level of fitness and 

core strength, but I did no cycling training other than about five 

rides on my new Trek Cyclocross bike to check it out before 

the event.

The training happens on the way – being on a bike six hours a 

day builds up the cycling fitness very quickly. After two months 

of that “training” the second half was great fun and actually 

very easy. By the time we were through Kenya, and used to 

the routines, we were able to easily handle the 140km daily 

distances. It was amazing being able to enjoy 200km rides, 

and see elephants at the side of the road, when we were fit. 

After those long Botswana days, the 175km off-road stages in 

Namibia seemed easy.

What was it like on day one at the starting line?

We’d already done two days of briefing in Cairo, so we were 

quite well prepared. The first riding day was a flat and easy 

136km towards the Red Sea, but it hurt. There was a lot to 

get used to in the beginning – bike maintenance, setting up 

and packing the tents, getting in heaps of food, liquids, and 

navigation.

 
Could you describe some of the highlights and challenges you 

faced along the way?

Fatigue was a big factor in the first half. The challenge was to 

constantly conserve energy, eat and drink all the time and keep 

‘We see amazing places. We eat amazing food. 
We get to understand parts  of the world we may not have otherwise known of.’ 
Henry Gold CEO of Tour d’Afrique
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body and bike in good condition. We all suffered saddle sores 

in Egypt and from the heat in Sudan and sickness in Ethiopia.  

A few highlights – night skies in the deserts, elephants, the 

pyramids, Table Mountain, Lake Malawi, fruit juices in the 

Ethiopian markets, Soussusvlei dunes . . . quite a few, actually.

You entered the tour as a participant but then elected to race. 

Why? And do you feel it changed your perception of the event?

I only joined the racing part so that my daily times would be 

recorded. The racing did add a lot of fun to the ride but didn’t 

take away from the enjoyment. After the mountains in Ethiopia 

and rock deserts in northern Kenya, the race had sorted itself 

out and we all worked together. A few time trials were thrown 

in to liven up the racing. One was a 20km climb out of the 

Blue Nile gorge and another was over a mountain in southern 

Tanzania.

What did it feel like to finish!

The finish in Cape Town, under Table Mountain, was wonderful.  

There was a blue light convoy from Blouberg, a big welcome at 

the V&A Waterfront, and prize-giving ceremony that evening.  

Being on the bike everyday through Africa isolated us from the 

rest of the world for those four months so we didn’t expect the 

TV cameras, radio interviews and crowds waiting at the end.

 
Since completing the race, you have taken the opportunity to 

share your experience with others, what prompted this? Do you 

think you’re likely to do more motivational speaking?

I’m definitely not a motivational speaker, or even a speaker, 

really. I just have some very good stories to tell about a 

wonderful adventure. That seems to bring happiness to people.

A few days after the race, I went to my son’s grade 4 class to 

show them the bike, and share some of the experiences. That 

led to talking to the whole school, then other schools then a few 

church groups and rotary clubs.

 

What is your next challenge?

Emma and I have three young and active boys in Cape Town, 

which is a tiring, but exceptionally rewarding challenge.  We 

have adventures every weekend – rollerblading to get croissants, 

swimming, surfing, or outdoor films projected onto the neighbour’s 

wall. But, yes, there will be a few more big trips in the years 

ahead.

And – finally – what’s all this got to do with real life?

Both Henry and Allan are clearly the sort of people who follow 

their dreams, and partake actively in every aspect of life. So, I 

asked them both what they have learned from this extraordinary 

event, and if they had any message or advice for our readers. 

‘Its a great world out there,’ Henry always says to prospective 

cyclists. ‘Just go for it.’ And Allan agrees. 

Carpe Diem. 
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Engineered or natural, stone tops are one of the most sought-
after finishes in today’s kitchen – but how do you choose from 
the vast array and what are the differences and maintenance 
implications between natural and engineered stone?

Going for granite 
Granite originates from deep in the Earth’s molten mantle and is 
made up of minerals like quartz, feldspar and mica, the combination 
of which creates a very hard stone ideal for kitchen surfaces. The 
choices have increased tremendously over the years, with stone 
coming from Africa, South America, Asia and Europe, providing a 
wider choice of colour and patternation than ever before.  

Granite often has changes in colouration and patternation, both 
within one slab and from one slab to another. It also has tiny pits 
on the surface, which is due to the spaces between the various 
mineral crystals. These pits, although visible on a sample, are rarely 
noticeable on a larger run of the stone. Granite also has natural 
fissures that have the appearance of cracks. These are not defects 
in the stone, but are a result of the immense heat and pressure 
placed on the stone while it is being formed. None of these 
markings affect the function or durability and a good fabricator 
should lay out the stone in such a way as to maximise the effect of 
the veining and pattern.

Granite is particularly suited for kitchen surfacing, as it is not 
sensitive to etching by household acids or scratching from knives or 
pots, although cutting on granite will cause the blunting of knives. 
All stone is porous to some degree and, the lighter the granite, 
the higher the porosity. Whilst granite can withstand fairly high 
temperatures, it is not advised to place hot objects directly onto 
the stone, as it can be vulnerable to cracking and marking. It is 
imperative that the granite is sealed before use and, in order to 

maintain the stone over time, resealing is recommended every few 
years. Granite should be cleaned with a mild detergent soap and 
water, then dried with a cloth. Prolonged exposure to oils, acids 
and deeply coloured food or drink can cause stubborn stains that 
should be cleaned with warm water and a small amount of non-
abrasive household cleaner, which should then be washed off 
thoroughly. It is important to avoid exposure to drain and oven 
cleaners and paint strippers, as they contain methylene chloride 
and other high alkaline chemicals, so even the briefest exposure 
can cause permanent damage.  

Marvellous marble 

As a natural stone, marble starts out as sediment that is eventually 
compressed and solidified into stone. It a lot softer, more porous and 
scratches more easily than granite and is particularly vulnerable to 
household acids like vinegar, mustard, tomato sauce and citrus. As 
a result, it is not the most hardwearing option for kitchen worktops, 
but is a fantastic addition to a kitchen as a pastry slab, for example, 
as it has a cool, smooth surface that is ideal for rolling dough.

All marble surfaces must be sealed and should be cleaned and 
maintained the same way as granite. If used in a bathroom, a 
toiletry tray should protect the stone from toiletries containing 
potentially harmful chemicals. Products such as bleach, ammonia, 
acid-based general-purpose cleaners, abrasive and alkaline 
cleaners not specifically made for stone and scouring powders 
should be avoided.

Engineered STONE 

Engineered stone has become extremely popular, as it offers 
better consistency in colour and pattern than granite. It is a man-
made product comprising natural materials such as crystal quartz, 
siliceous sands and crushed granite, as well as resin, pigments 

Choosing stone worktops for the kitchen
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and accessory fractions such as coloured glass and mirror chips. 
It is manufactured in slab form by a process that heats and vibro-
compacts the different components together to form a uniform, 
impervious surface. Like granite, engineered stone has a good 
resistance to scratching, but bringing sharp objects in contact with 
the stone should be avoided. Although fairly heat resistant and able 
to withstand temperatures of up to 100 degrees, exposure to heat 
can still cause discoloration or thermal shock, which can cause the 
stone to crack. Engineered stone does not need to be sealed to 
decrease the porosity and is fairly resistant to most stains if cleaned 
quickly with warm water and a mild detergent. Prolonged exposure 
to tea, coffee and red wines, for example, can cause staining, so it 
should be cleaned using a non-scratch Scotch-Brite pad (pink, NOT 
green is recommended) and a non-abrasive cleaner. To remove 
adhered materials such as food, gum, nail polish or dried paint, 
the material should be scraped off using a Stanley blade or plastic 
putty knife at a 45-degree angle before being removed with a 
damp cloth. Products containing oils and powders can leave a 
residue on the stone, and, as with granite, any cleaning products 
containing methylene chloride should be avoided.  

Installation of your stone 

All three stones are only available in slabs, which must be 
purchased as a whole, so it is essential that you select a reputable 
fabricator to assist you with the selection, fabrication and fitting. 
Referrals from a kitchen company or the stone supplier is highly 
recommended and quotes from the fabricator should include the 
cost of delivery, visiting time to take measurements and templates, 
cutting and polishing the slab, and final installation and sealing.

An experienced fabricator will know how to get the maximum use 
out of a slab, how best to cut and fit it in order to make the joints in 
the stone almost unnoticeable and how to cut the stone on site. It is 

important to note that it is virtually impossible to not have a visible 
joint, but a good fabricator with the right machinery will know to 
keep the joint neat, tidy and unobtrusive. Any cutting of the stone 
should not be done in the kitchen, as the fine dust particles can get 
into the working mechanisms of the kitchen hardware (particularly 
drawer runners) and can stop them working effectively. If using 
engineered stone, the cutting should not be done as one continuous 
cut; instead, holes should be drilled at the four corners of the cut-out, 
which should then be linked so as to protect the corners of the stone 
and stop any possible cracking.
 
Stone worktops will increase the time of a kitchen installation, as 
templates for the worktops can only be made once the cupboards 
are fitted. Usually, a kitchen installation including stone tops can 
take up to four weeks and it is imperative that the kitchen units offer 
a good support structure to take the weight of stone tops. Correct 
fitting of the plastic support legs under the carcasses is vital and the 
kitchen company must also ensure that the legs have sufficient load-
bearing capacity to handle the weight of the stone. Once installed, 
it is advised to not use the tops for 48 hours to allow them to settle 
and the sealant to be absorbed.

Adding stone tops, regardless of choice, will transform a kitchen into 
a more modern and hygienic one, and, provided that a reputable 
stone supplier and fabricator is used, offering a guarantee on their 
installation, it is likely to increase the value too.  

www.ksa.co.za 
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